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Abstract 

Spectroscopy is one of the most wildly used approaches to determine various properties of 

proteins. A wide range of spectroscopic methods are available to answer biological questions 

such as protein structure dynamics and protein-protein interactions at different sample states and 

timescales. In this dissertation, I have used electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy 

to determine the structural dynamics of the tip chaperone proteins of the type III secretion system 

(T3SS). I have also determined protein-protein and protein-small molecule interactions of T3SS 

proteins using spectroscopic techniques such as Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET), and 

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). 

The T3SS macromolecular assemblage found in pathogenic Gram-negative bacteria such as 

Salmonella typhimurium, Shigella flexneri, Yersinia pestis, and Pseudomonas aeruginosa cause 

infections by transporting virulence effector proteins that modulate the host cell for the survival 

and propagation of the pathogens. The structural component of the T3SS is the needle complex 

which consists of the base, needle, tip complex, and translocon. The tip complex is assembled by 

multiple copies of the tip protein. In Yersinia and Pseudomonas, prior to the assembly of the 

needle complex, the tip proteins interact with small cytoplasmic tip protein chaperones LcrG and 

PcrG to prevent the premature secretion of the tip proteins LcrV and PcrV, respectively. There 

are no high-resolution structures of tip chaperone proteins. NMR spectroscopy shows LcrG and 

PcrG as partially folded alpha helices in contrast to the evidence in the literature which predicts 

the tip protein chaperones to be a coiled-coil. In this dissertation I have reported the different 

conformations of LcrG and PcrG in the free from and when bound to their cognate tip proteins 

LcrV and PcrV using EPR spectroscopy. 
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The interactions between tip proteins and tip chaperones are poorly characterized. The 

current knowledge of the interaction is based on predictions by other research groups that have 

shown that the tip protein chaperones have an alpha helical hairpin when bound to the tip 

proteins and interact with the coiled-coil domain present in the structures of the tip proteins. I 

have reported the model of LcrG-LcrV interaction using EPR spectroscopy and PcrG-PcrV 

interaction using FRET spectroscopy. This knowledge will be crucial in elucidating the structural 

domains of the tip proteins and tip chaperones involved in the interaction. 

The Yersinia tip protein LcrV is exposed to the extracellular region between the bacteria and 

the host cell and it is essential for virulence as it interacts with the needle, translocon proteins, 

and tip chaperones. This biological relevance of the tip protein makes it an important target for 

the development of new antimicrobials. Currently no small molecules have been identified which 

bind to LcrV. In this dissertation I have reported the results of surface plasmon resonance (SPR) 

screening of two compound libraries which identified small molecules with benzene and pyridine 

moieties that interact with LcrV. The ligand binding surfaces of LcrV were identified by NMR 

spectroscopy. 

The work presented in my dissertation illustrates the use of different spectroscopic 

techniques to determine protein structural dynamics, protein-protein, and protein-ligand 

interactions in Yersinia and Pseudomonas T3SS. 
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1.1 Type III Secretion System 

Many pathogenic Gram-negative bacteria inject virulence effector proteins into the host cells 

by forming a nanoinjector known as the type III secretion system (T3SS)[1],[2],[3]. These 

bacteria are causative agents of infectious diseases such as bacillary dysentery (Shigella 

flexneri), typhoid (Salmonella typhimurium), bubonic plague (Yersinia pestis), and secondary 

nosocomial infections in immunocompromised patients (Pseudomonas aeruginosa)[4]. These 

bacteria cause millions of deaths worldwide[5]. The rise of antibacterial resistance among these 

pathogenic bacteria is a major public health concern[6]. The proteins involved in the assembly of 

the T3SS nanoinjectors are attractive targets for developing new antimicrobials[7],[8],[9]. 

 

1.1.1 Components of the T3SS 

The T3SS consists of the needle complex, chaperones and effector proteins. The needle 

complex is the structural component of the T3SS along with the export apparatus and an ATPase 

complex to transport effector proteins into the host cell[10]. Chaperones regulate the secretion of 

effectors and other structural T3SS proteins by forming complexes in their pre-active 

states[3],[11]. The needle complex is a macromolecular assemblage of over 20 different proteins 

composed of the base, which spans the bacterial inner and outer membranes (Fig 1-1), a needle 

which forms a 25 Å wide channel in the intermembranous region between the bacteria and the 

host cell, a tip complex, and a translocon. The T3SS is shown as a cartoon in 

Fig 1-1[3],[12],[13]. The tip complex caps the needle until contact with the host cell is 

established[10],[11],[14],[15]. The tip complex is an environmental sensor for the deployment of 

the translocon upon contact with the host cell[10],[11]. The translocon forms a pore in the host 

cell membrane for the passage of the effector proteins. Inside the host cytoplasm, the effector 
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proteins modulate the host cell pathways such as cytoskeletal dynamics and cell signaling to 

enable the invasion of the pathogen for survival and propagation in the host cell[13],[16]. 

 

1.1.2 Tip proteins in T3SS 

The tip complex has multiple functions, it plays a crucial role as host cell sensor, regulator of 

effector protein secretion, and as a platform for translocon assembly[13],[17]. The tip complex is 

positioned on top of the needle and is formed by an estimate of four to six copies of the tip 

proteins in Burkholderia BipD, Salmonella SipD, Shigella IpaD, Yersinia LcrV, and 

Pseudomonas PcrV[3],[11],[14],[16],[18]. The atomic structures of the tip proteins BipD, SipD, 

IpaD, and LcrV are known [18],[19],[20],[21]. The structures of IpaD, SipD, and BipD consists 

of an N-terminal alpha helical hairpin, a central coiled coil domain, and an α/β domain[18],[22] 

as shown in Fig 1-2C-E. The atomic structure of the Yersinia LcrV consists of the conserved 

coiled-coil domain and the α/β domain, but lacks the N-terminal alpha helical hairpin and 

possesses a globular N-terminal domain(Fig 1-2A)[21]. The highly conserved coiled coil domain 

is involved in the interaction with the needle proteins[23],[24]. The N-terminal alpha helical 

hairpin motif in BipD, IpaD and SipD function as a chaperone[18]. The tip proteins in 

Pseudomonas and Yersinia lack the N-terminal alpha helical hairpin domain but instead bind to 

small cytoplasmic proteins, known as the tip chaperone proteins[17]. 

The rise in antibacterial resistance among pathogens requires the development of alternate 

targets for developing novel anti-infectives[7],[8],[9],[14]. The role of the tip proteins in the 

assembly of the tip complex makes it an attractive target for development of new antimicrobials. 
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Figure 1-1  Molecular model of type III secretion system (T3SS). The needle complex is 
composed of the base, needle (solid grey channel), tip complex (purple) and, translocon (blue 
and pink). The chaperone (yellow oblong circle) prevents premature secretion of the T3SS 
components. The effector proteins are transported from bacterial cytosol through the export 
apparatus attached to the base to the host cell cytoplasm through the translocon. Figure adapted 
from [10].  
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Figure 1-2  Crystal structures of T3SS tip proteins. (A) Yersinia LcrV (B) Chromobacterium 
violaceum, (C) Shigella IpaD (D) Burkholderia BipD and (E) Salmonella SipD. The C-terminal 
coiled coil(gray) domain and mixed α/β domain (green) are common structural features of T3SS 
tip proteins. The N-terminal region in (A) forms a globular domain of α-helices and β-strands 
(red), whereas in (B–E), the N-terminal region forms α-helical hairpins (blue). Figure from [20]. 
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1.1.3 Tip protein chaperones in T3SS 

Prior to the assembly of the tip complex, the tip proteins of Yersinia (LcrV) and 

Pseudomonas (PcrV) interact with small cytosolic proteins Yersinia LcrG and Pseudomonas 

PcrG, known as tip chaperone proteins. The tip chaperone proteins form a complex with their 

cognate tip proteins Yersinia LcrV and Pseudomonas PcrV to maintain their structural integrity 

in the bacterial cytosol during the assembly of the needle complex[17],[25]. The tip chaperone 

proteins also function as a regulator of the secretion of the effector proteins by interacting with 

the components of the base to prevent premature effector protein secretion[26],[27].There are 

currently no high resolution atomic structures for the tip chaperones LcrG and PcrG. There are 

several predictions in the literature which hypothesize that LcrG exists as a coiled-coil[28] and 

PcrG exists as a four helix bundle[29]. The structures determined by NMR shows that both LcrG 

and PcrG are partially folded alpha helical proteins connected by unstructured linkers[30],[31].  

Based on the findings in the literature and the NMR structure data, I attempted to identify a 

population of LcrG and PcrG where the helices interact with each other using electron 

paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy, in collaboration with Dr. Likai Song from Florida 

State University. My findings are presented in Chapter 2 and Chapter 4. 

The interaction between the tip and tip chaperone proteins are poorly characterized. There are 

no high-resolution structures of the binding interaction of the tip and the tip chaperone protein. 

The current knowledge of this interaction has been derived from the comparison of the crystal 

structure of Yersinia tip proteins LcrV with the crystal structures of the tip proteins BipD, SipD 

and IpaD as shown in Fig 1-2B-E. The common structural features among all the tip proteins are 

the central coiled-coil domain and the mixed α/β domain, but the crystal structure of LcrV (Fig 
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1-2A) lacks the N-terminal alpha helical hairpin which is present in the crystal structure of BipD, 

IpaD and SipD. The N-terminal alpha helical hairpin structures of BipD, IpaD and SipD function 

as the chaperone[18]. Based on the functional similarity of the N-terminal alpha helical domain 

and the tip chaperones, it was hypothesized that both LcrG and PcrG have an alpha hairpin 

structure and interact with the central coiled domain of their cognate tip proteins LcrV and PcrV. 

However, the NMR data of the LcrG-LcrV or PcrG-PcrV interaction indicates the binding of the 

tip proteins LcrV or PcrV has an effect on the overall structure of the tip chaperone proteins 

LcrG or PcrG[30],[31].  

Based on the NMR data of the LcrG-LcrV interaction and the current knowledge of the tip 

chaperone protein and the tip proteins, I determined the interaction of LcrG-LcrV complex using 

EPR spectroscopy in collaboration with Dr. Likai Song from Florida State University.  

The interaction of PcrG-PcrV complex was determined using Förster resonance energy transfer 

(FRET) spectroscopy in collaboration with Dr. Mark Richter and Dr. Erik Holmstrom from the 

University of Kansas. My findings are presented in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5. 

The structural models of LcrG-LcrV and PcrG-PcrV obtained from these studies and their 

further refinement has been discussed in Chapter 7. 

 

1.2 EPR spectroscopy 

Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy is a well-established method to study 

structural changes within proteins or interacting regions in protein–protein interactions [32].The 

paramagnetic label is attached to the protein by site directed spin labeling (SDSL). Since many 

biological macromolecules are diamagnetic, the EPR spectrum generated by spin label is the 

only signal in the sample.[33].  
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1.2.1 Basic principle of electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy 
 

The basis of EPR spectroscopy lies in the spin of an electron and its associated magnetic 

moment. When an electron is placed within an applied magnetic field, Bo, the two possible spin 

states of the electron have different energies[34]. The lower energy state occurs when the 

magnetic moment of the electron, μB, is aligned with the magnetic field and a higher energy state 

occurs where μB is aligned against the magnetic field as shown in Fig 1-3[34]. The two states are 

labeled by the projection of the electron spin, mS, on the direction of the magnetic field, 

where mS = -1/2 is the parallel state, and mS = +1/2 is the antiparallel state as shown in Fig 1-

3[34].  So, for a molecule with one unpaired electron in a magnetic field, the difference in energy 

states of the electron can be defined as: 

ΔE = hν=gμBBo 

where g is the proportionality factor (or g-factor), μB is the Bohr magneton, Bo is the magnetic 

field[34]. An EPR spectrum is obtained by holding the frequency of radiation constant and 

varying the magnetic field. Absorption occurs when the magnetic field tunes the two spin states 

so that their energy difference is equal to the radiation. This is known as the field for resonance. 

The result of the absorption signal is presented as the first derivative of the absorbance spectrum 

as shown in Fig 1-4[34].  
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1.2.2 Site directed spin labeling for EPR studies 

Nitroxides are stable free radicals with an unpaired electron delocalized in the  N-O bond are 

required for EPR detection[33]. The most common spin labeling strategy for proteins uses 

cysteine point mutations followed by modification of the sulfhydryl group with spin labels like  

S-(1-oxyl-2,2,5,5-tetramethyl-2,5-dihydro-1H-pyrrol-3-yl)methyl methanesulfonothioate 

(MTSL) [33]. The modified side chain resulting from the reaction is designated as R1[33] as 

shown in Fig 1-5. The side chain R1 has become the spin label of choice in SDSL 

studies[35],[36] as it attaches at the vast majority of sites in many different proteins. Nitroxide 

spin labels are small and have been shown to have minimal effects on protein 

structures[33],[37],[38]. However, for SDSL, as for all labeling techniques, control experiments 

comparing wild type protein and labeled mutants are essential to exclude distortion of protein 

conformation and function due to the label[33].  

 

1.2.3 Protein-protein interaction determined by EPR spectroscopy. 

The EPR technique used by my collaborator, Dr. Likai Song from Florida State University, is 

continuous wave (CW) EPR spectroscopy to determine spin-spin distances between two spin 

labels attached to the proteins. CW-EPR is highly sensitive and can be used for samples with a 

volume of ~ 50 μL at concentrations at about 50 μM and detect spin-spin distances in the range 

of 8-25 Å[33] and the EPR spectra are collected at 150 K. The general scheme of the experiment 

is described in Fig 1-6. The two proteins are coupled with the MTSL spin label side chain (R1) 

and each of these proteins would generate a characteristic spectrum for R1 (Fig 1-6B). The two 

spectra added together would generate the control spectrum (Fig 1-6C). 

 
 

Guha Biswas, Pallavi
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Figure 1-3. Principle of EPR. An external magnetic field Bo is applied the lower energy state 
occurs when the magnetic moment of the electron, μB, is aligned with the magnetic field and a 
higher energy state occurs where μB is aligned against the magnetic field. The two states are labeled 
by the projection of the electron spin, mS, on the direction of the magnetic field, where mS = -1/2 
is the parallel state, and mS = +1/2 is the antiparallel state. Figure from[34]. 
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Figure 1-4. Example of an EPR signal acquired from absorption. The EPR signal is the first 
derivative of the absorption monitored at a radiation frequency of 9388.2 MHz. The EPR data is 
a plot of the signal(absorption) and magnetic field. Figure from[34]. 
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Figure 1-5 Site directed spin labeling reaction. MTSL reacts with the cysteine sulfhydryl side 
chain to produce the nitroxide side chain designated as R1. Figure adapted from[39]. 
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The spectrum generated by the sample, which consists of two spin labels, would show 

spectral broadening compared to the control spectrum as result of dipole-dipole interaction due 

to the proximity of the spin labels, indicating interaction (Fig 1-6E)[40],[41]. If the two spin 

labels have a distance more than 25 Å the sample spectrum would overlay on the control 

spectrum as shown in Fig 1-5D. The distance information from the spectrum can be extracted 

from spectral deconvolution by Monte Carlo Simulations[42],[43],[44],[45],[46]. 

In this dissertation, I referred to CW-EPR spectroscopy as simply EPR spectroscopy and my 

collaborator has used this technique to determine the interaction between the two helices of LcrG 

and PcrG (Chapter 2 and Chapter 4) and determine the interaction of LcrG with the tip protein 

LcrV (Chapter 3). 

 
 

1.3 Förster resonance energy transfer spectroscopy 
 

Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) is a technique used to determine the interaction 

between two molecules labeled with different fluorophores (the donor and the acceptor) by the 

transfer of energy from the excited donor to the acceptor. In biological applications, this 

technique is used to qualitatively map protein-protein interactions and determine distances 

between a single donor and acceptor molecule[47],[48]. 

 

1.3.1 Criteria for selection of donor and acceptor fluorophores 

For FRET to occur, the donor and acceptor must be in close proximity for the FRET process 

to be efficient. FRET efficiency (E) is defined by the equation — E = Ro6 / (Ro6 + r6)[49], where 

Ro is the Förster radius and r is the actual distance between the two fluorophores.  
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Figure 1-6 General scheme of EPR spectroscopy used to determine protein-protein 
interaction. (A) The spin label side chain (R1) is shown as yellow circle. (B) The 
characteristic MTSL side chain spectrum(black) generated by spin labeled Protein A and 
Protein B. (C) The additive control spectrum generated (black) by Protein A and Protein B. 
(D) EPR spectrum generated by the sample — Complex formed by Protein A and Protein B 
(red) overlays on the control spectrum (black) showing no interaction between the spin labels 
in protein A and protein B. (E) EPR spectrum generated by the sample — Complex formed 
by Protein A and Protein B (red) shows spectral broadening wherein the spectral height of 
the complex shows decrease compared to the control (black) spectrum indicating interaction 
between the spin labels in protein A and protein B. 
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 The Förster radius is the distance at which 50% of the excitation energy is transferred from the 

donor to the acceptor, and the Ro value usually lies between 10-100Å[49]. 

 Another criterion for FRET is that the absorption spectrum of the acceptor must overlap the 

fluorescence emission spectrum of the donor as shown in Fig 1-8A [50],[51]. If the spectral 

overlap between the fluorescence of the donor and the absorption of the acceptor is zero, there 

will be no energy transfer, even if the donor and acceptor are extremely close[52]. The dipole 

orientation of the donor and acceptor should be parallel to one another for FRET to occur[50]. 

In this dissertation, for the FRET studies, the donor is N-(1-Pyrene) Maleimide (PM)  

(Fig 1-7A) and the acceptor is 7-Diethylamino-3-(4'-Maleimidylphenyl)-4-Methylcoumarin 

(CPM) (Fig 1-7B) which satisfies these above mentioned criteria and the Förster radius (Ro) for 

this FRET pair is 30 Å[53],which is within the distance of interaction hypothesized for PcrG and 

PcrV. 

 

1.3.2 FRET spectroscopy of protein-protein interaction 

FRET spectroscopy based binding assays are performed to determine the protein-protein 

interaction and protein-ligand interaction. The FRET based assays are distinct from a number of 

other techniques as it has a higher sensitivity and throughput than standard isothermal 

calorimetry and does not require the sample immobilization and significant method development 

that is needed for SPR[54]. For the FRET experiments, the sum of the emission spectra of the 

donor and the emission spectra of the acceptor acquired at the donor excitation at 330 nm serves 

as the control.  
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Figure 1-7  Fluorophores used for FRET spectroscopy. (A) N-(1-Pyrene) Maleimide (PM) 
used as donor. (B) 7-Diethylamino-3-(4'-Maleimidylphenyl)-4-Methylcoumarin (CPM) used as 
acceptor. 
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The emission spectrum generated by the sample of the protein-protein complex, compared to the 

control spectrum, shows the decrease in the donor maxima and increase in acceptor maxima as 

shown in Fig 1-8C, indicating interaction. This phenomenon occurs due to the transfer of energy 

from the donor to the nearby acceptor, which results in the deexcitation of the donor and 

excitation of the acceptor[55]. The FRET spectrum of protein A and protein B does not show any 

energy transfer compared to the control emission spectrum as shown in Fig 1-8B. This indicates 

that the donor and the acceptor fluorophores are not close when protein A and protein B do not 

interact. The analysis of the FRET spectrum obtained from donor and acceptor labeled proteins 

at different concentrations can be used to calculate the dissociation constant (kd) of the 

complex[56],[57]. 

In this dissertation I have referred the FRET spectroscopy-based assays as FRET and used 

this technique to determine the interaction of donor labeled (PM) PcrG with acceptor labeled 

(CPM) labeled PcrV and also determine the dissociation constant (kd). 

 

1.4 NMR spectroscopy for protein-ligand binding interaction 

The structural and functional characterization of molecular interactions are essential for 

understanding biological processes[58],[59],[60]. NMR spectroscopy is a  tool to observe weak 

biomolecular interactions at physiological conditions at the residue 

level[58],[59],[60],[61],[62],[63]. NMR chemical shift mapping or chemical shift perturbation is 

a robust technique which can provide information about the location and strength of the binding 

event[64],[65],[66]. For protein-ligand binding, an isotopically labeled protein is titrated with the 

ligand in increasing molar ratios. The NMR active nuclei at the binding surfaces would undergo 

changes, thus enabling the determination of molecular interaction surfaces[63],[64],[65],[66]. 
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Figure1-8 General scheme of FRET spectroscopy used to determine protein-protein 
interaction. (A) The spectral overlap between donor emission and acceptor excitation 
spectra required for FRET experiments. Figure adapted from[67]. The donor and acceptor are 
depicted as white and yellow circles respectively. (B) The FRET spectrum of Protein A and 
Protein B (black solid line) shows little variance when overlayed on the control spectrum 
(dashed red line) showing that Protein A and Protein B do not interact. (C) FRET spectrum 
(black solid line) generated by the interaction of Protein A and Protein B shows decrease in 
donor maxima and increase in acceptor maxima as a result of energy transfer compared to the 
control spectrum (dashed red line), showing interaction between Protein A and Protein B. 
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1.4.1 NMR exchange regimes  

The NMR spectra of proteins bound to the ligand vary in appearance depending on binding 

affinity of the protein ligand interaction[14],[68]. The broad three different chemical exchange 

states that can be observed are fast, intermediate, and slow. The slow exchange on NMR 

chemical shift timescale indicates the slow dissociation of the ligand and protein as a result of a 

tight binding interaction with binding constants in the nanomolar to sub micromolar 

range[14],[62],[63],[65],[68]. The complex rarely dissociates during the NMR experiment and 

two sets of resonances/peak are observed corresponding to the free and ligand 

state[14],[62],[65],[68]. The intensity of the free protein peaks gradually decreases and 

eventually disappears with increase in ligand concentration while new peaks for the bound state 

appear[14],[62],[65],[68] as shown in Fig 1-9(a). The intermediate exchange on NMR timescale 

exhibits interconversion between the free and ligand-bound state with binding constants in the 

micromolar range[14],[62],[63],[65],[68]. The peaks affected by the interaction show reduction 

in intensity and may even disappear during titration[14],[62],[65],[68] as shown in Fig 1-9(b). 

The shifts in peak position may be accompanied with peak broadening. Lastly, the fast chemical 

exchange in NMR timescale indicates fast complex dissociation or weak binding with binding 

constants in the high micromolar to millimolar range[14],[62],[63],[65],[68]. The fast 

interconversion between the free and ligand bound state during the NMR experiment results in 

the observed chemical shift as a weighted average of the free and bound form[14],[62],[65],[68]. 

The peaks move continuously from free to ligand bound positions with increasing ligand 

concentrations as shown in Fig 1-9(c). The bound complex can be captured in the presence of 

excess ligands irrespective of the type of NMR exchange regime[62],[68]. 
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1.4.2 Isotopic labeling of proteins for NMR data acquisition 

The abundant nuclei present in proteins are 1H ,12C and 14N. The 12C and 14N nuclei are NMR 

inactive whereas the 1H is NMR active. For the characterization of proteins by NMR 

spectroscopy, the NMR inactive nuclei are substituted by NMR active 13C and 15N through 

isotope enrichment. The protein of interest is expressed in E. coli using M9 minimal media 

supplemented with the desired isotope[61],[62],[63]. In this dissertation I have used two isotopic 

labeling schemes to study protein ligand binding which include: 

Uniform 15N labeling: During protein expression in E. coli the M9 media is supplemented with 

15N labeled ammonium chloride (15NH4Cl) as a nitrogen source[58],[62]. 15N labeled proteins are 

used to acquire amide backbone correlation spectroscopy such as 2D 1H-15N HSQC (or TROSY) 

to study the changes in the protein overall[58],[62],[69]. 15N-labeled proteins can be used to 

study as a probe to investigate ligand binding interactions[14]. 

Side chain methyl (13C) labeling (ILV) labeling: Synthetic keto acid precursors are supplement 

to the E. coli used for protein expression to selectively label isoleucine (13Cδ1), leucine (13Cδ) 

and valine (13Cγ1)[70],[71],[72]. ILV labeled proteins can be used to study the interaction in the 

hydrophobic core of the protein and it serves as an excellent probe to study protein-ligand 

interaction due to reduced signal complexity[62],[66],[70],[71]. 

To study the interaction between the Yersinia LcrV and the small molecule from the Aube 

libraries I used NMR to find the ligand binding surfaces. The results of that study are presented 

in Chapter 6. 
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Figure 1-9  Exchange regimes on the NMR chemical shift time scale for protein-ligand 
complex. Signals of free and ligand-bound state of protein can be observed at VP (frequency of 
resonance of the protein) and VPL (frequency of resonance of the protein bound to ligand), 
respectively. The exchange regimes are (a) slow, (b) intermediate, or (c) fast. Figure from 
[14],[68]. 
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1.5 Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy 
 

Circular dichroism (CD) is an optical spectroscopic method that exploits the differential 

absorption of left and right-handed circularly plane polarized light by optically active molecules 

to determine their structural configuration[73]. For proteins, the electromagnetic spectrum 

detected in the far-UV wavelength range (190-260 nm) can be used to characterize the secondary 

structural content as α-helical, β-strand and random coil as shown in Fig 1-10[73]. 

Electromagnetic waves contain electric and magnetic field components that oscillate 

perpendicularly in the direction of a light beam’s propagation.[74],[75] The directionality of 

these components defines the waves’ polarization. In unpolarized light or white light, the electric 

and magnetic fields oscillate in many different directions[74],[75]. In linearly polarized light, the 

electromagnetic wave oscillates along a single plane while in circularly polarized light (CPL) 

two electromagnetic wave planes are at a 90° phase difference to one another and this plane 

rotates as the light beam propagates[74],[75]. Optically active molecules can be described by 

their chirality, or the asymmetry in a molecule’s structure[74],[75]. The left-handed CPL will 

propagate through a chiral sample at a different speed than its right-handed counterpart[74],[75]. 

When a chiral molecule absorbs left- and right- handed CPL to different degrees the resulting 

electric field vector traces out an ellipse[74],[75]. The circularly polarized light travels through 

the sample, the phase relationship between the CPL waves changes and the linearly polarized 

wave is rotated, and the elliptically polarized light is now tilted as shown in Fig 1-11[75]. This 

ellipticity (θ) as a function of wavelength defines a circular dichroism spectrum[74],[75]. 
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CD spectra are reported as ellipticity, θ and measured in units of mdeg[73]. Molar 

absorptivity (∆ε) normalizes the circular dichroism spectra based on concentration and 

pathlength, 

∆ε=εl-εr=∆A/(c*l) =θ 

where εl,-εr is the difference in the extent the left-(el) and right-(er) circularly polarized light 

components are absorbed at a given wavelength, ∆A is the difference in absorbance, c is the 

concentration (mol/L), and l is the pathlength(cm)[73].  

In this dissertation I have used the CD spectroscopy to compare the overall change in the 

secondary structures of LcrG7-73  (Chapter 2 and Chapter 3), LcrV (Chapter 3) and PcrG9-76 

(Chapter 4) after spin labeling with the MTSL side chain (R1) (Fig 1-5). 
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Figure 1-10. CD spectra of secondary structures in proteins. The solid red line shows the CD 
spectrum of a predominantly α-helical protein. The solid green line shows the CD spectrum of a 
predominantly β-sheet protein. The solid blue line shows the CD spectrum of a predominantly 
random coil protein. Figure from[76]. 
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Figure 1-11. Elliptically polarized light. The elliptically polarized light shown in violet is 
composed of unequal contributions of the left (red) and right (blue) circular polarized light. The 
ER and EL are the magnitude of the electric field vectors of the of the left-circularly and right-
circularly polarized light respectively. Figure from[75] . 
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Chapter 2: Structural Dynamics of Yersinia tip Chaperone Protein LcrG 
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2.1 Abstract 

Yersinia pestis is the causative agent of bubonic plague, and it assembles the Type III 

Secretion System (T3SS) to inject virulence effector proteins into its target host cells. The tip 

protein LcrV and tip chaperone protein LcrG are essential proteins in Yersinia T3SS. Previous 

results by NMR spectroscopy showed that LcrG is a partially folded alpha helical protein with 

three alpha helices (helix α1, α2 and α3) that do not interact with each other. Other results in 

literature suggested that the alpha helices of LcrG may interact with each other. Here, we used 

Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) spectroscopy to determine the different conformations 

of LcrG. For EPR studies, we engineered cysteine mutations for the attachment of spin labels in 

LcrG. Our EPR results revealed that when LcrG is in the free form, there is a population of LcrG 

that has transient tertiary structures where the two helices α1 and α3 are in close contact with 

each other. Further, EPR revealed that, the two helices do not interact suggesting that LcrG exists 

in an open conformation, when bound to LcrV. EPR provided additional insight into the different 

conformations of LcrG in the free and when bound to LcrV.  

 

2.2 Introduction 

Yersinia pestis, the causative agent of Bubonic plague uses the T3SS to inject virulent 

effector proteins into target host cells to initiate infection [1],[2] The T3SS consists of the needle 

complex, chaperones, and effector proteins. The needle complex is a bacterial virulence protein-

injector which is assembled from over 20 different proteins. It consists of a base, a needle, a tip 

and a translocon [3],[4]. The base is anchored at the inner and outer bacterial membranes[3]. The 

needle protrudes from the base to the intermembrane space between the bacteria and the host 

cell[3]. The needle is capped with the tip which consists of multiple copies of the tip protein[5]. 
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The tip serves as a platform for the assembly of the translocon which forms a pore on the host 

cells membranes to transport virulence effector proteins called Yop effectors in Yersinia[5].  

The tip in Yersinia is formed by 5 copies of the tip protein LcrV,[6] and functions as an 

environmental sensor for the deployment of the translocon. The crystal structure of LcrV[7],[8] 

shows structural similarity to the tip proteins in Salmonella SipD, Shigella IpaD and 

Burkhloderia BipD[9],[10],[11],[12]. At 37oC, the T3SS genes[13] are activated by Yersinia to 

initiate the assembly of the base, needle and the tip[5]. This partially formed needle complex 

comes in contact with the eukaryotic host cells which triggers the final stages of assembly 

wherein the translocon proteins are released[14],[15],[16]. 

Prior to the assembly of the tip complex, the tip protein is tightly bound to a small protein 

LcrG (95 residues,8 kDa)[17],[18],[19],[20]. In this context, LcrG functions as a chaperone to 

LcrV[21],[22]. and the LcrG-LcrV binding is tight with a dissociation constant (kd) of 140 

nM[23] LcrG also acts as a regulator of Yop secretion[19],[20],[24],[25]. 

There are currently no crystal structures of LcrG. The NMR data indicated that LcrG is a 

partially folded protein which consists of three alpha helices (helices α1, α2 and α3) as shown in 

Fig 1-1A. The NOE based NMR data could not be detect any tertiary contacts between the 

helices. NMR also shows that LcrG has a dynamic nature with fast nanoscale motions[26]. 

Computational modelling predicted that LcrG existed as a coiled coil[27]. Other groups also 

proposed that LcrG forms a coiled-coil or an alpha hairpin upon binding with LcrV[28]. 

The dynamic nature of LcrG and the predicted coiled-coil structure upon binding with 

LcrV[26],[28] leads to the hypothesis that there could be a population of LcrG, where the helices 

are in close contact to each other. This closed conformation could not be determined by NOE 

based NMR experiments[26]. The NOE-based NMR experiments can detect distances up to 6Å, 
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so we use EPR spectroscopy where distances more than 6Å can be detected to determine if there 

is a population of LcrG where the two helices are close to each other that may not have been 

detected by NMR. We introduce spin labels on helix α1 and helix α3 and acquired the EPR data 

from free LcrG and the LcrG-LcrV complex. The EPR data revealed that there is a population of 

LcrG where the helices α1 and α3 are in close contact with other with a distance of 9Å. We 

designated this as the closed conformation of LcrG as shown in Fig 1-1C. The current models of 

LcrG-LcrV interaction suggested that LcrG would have a coiled or alpha hairpin [28] structure as 

depicted in Fig1-1B, but our EPR data suggested that when LcrV is bound to LcrG the spin-spin 

distances between helices α1 and α3 is greater than 25Å (Fig1-1D). This structural conformation 

of LcrG is designated as the open conformation. EPR provides us with additional insight into the 

different structural conformations of LcrG when in complex with LcrV. 

 

2.2 Methods 

 

2.3.1 Protein expression and purification 

LcrGFL and LcrG7-73 constructs were made as fusion proteins in pDZ1. pDZ1 were plasmids 

containing pET-21a along with His6 –tagged GB1 protein and tobacco etch virus (TEV) protease 

cleavage site at the N-terminus[9]. GB1 is a β1 immunoglobin-binding domain of streptococcus 

protein G that enhances the solubility of the proteins. LcrG7-73 has cysteine residue in the 34th 

position so LcrG 7-73 was used as control. Site-directed mutagenesis by QuickChange 

(Stratagene) was used to introduce point mutation in LcrGFL, LcrG7-73   and LcrG7-73 C34S to 

make LcrG 7-73 D65C and LcrG7-73 C34S/D65C for attaching the spin labels. 
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Figure 2-1.  Models of the open and closed conformations of LcrG.  (A)  A model of LcrG 
based on NMR shows 3 helices in LcrG (helix α1, helix α2 and helix α3) that do not interact 
with each other.  (B)  A model of LcrG-LcrV interaction shows LcrG forms an alpha-helical 
hairpin upon binding to LcrV.  (C)  EPR spin-spin interaction revealed a closed conformation 
of LcrG where helix α1 and helix α3 are close to each other by 9 Å.  This is designated herein 
as the closed conformation of LcrG.  (D)  EPR of LcrG-LcrV interaction revealed that helix 
α1 and helix α3 of LcrG move farther apart upon binding to LcrV, forming what is designated 
herein as the open conformation of LcrG 
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Plasmids for expressing LcrG constructs were transformed in E. coli BL21 (DE3) DNAY. A 10 

mL Terrific Broth (TB) overnight starter culture was supplemented with antibiotics carbenicillin 

and kanamycin. This starter culture was used to inoculate 1 L of TB media, and cells are grown 

at 37 ºC in a shaker incubator at 200rpm. At A600 0.7-0.8, cells were induced with 1 mM IPTG, 

and cell growth was continued at 15 ºC overnight. Cells were harvested by centrifugation (4000 

rpm, 2392´g, 12 min, 4 ºC). The cell pellet was resuspended in 40 mL binding buffer (20mM 

Tris pH 8.0, 500 mM NaCl, 5mM imidazole) with 600 μL 10 mM PMSF. 

The resuspended cells were sonicated for a total of 5 min 20 sec using a sonication cycle of 2 

s pulse on and 30 s pulse off.  The cell lysate is centrifuged at 13,000 rpm (13865´g in a 

Beckman JA-25.50 rotor) for 15 min at 4oC. The supernatant was added to 700 μl of 5% PEI to 

precipitate nucleic acids, followed by centrifugation at 13,000 rpm (13865´g) for 15 min at 4oC, 

the supernatant is loaded into a 5 mL nickel column, followed by three washes using 50 mL 

binding buffer. The protein eluted in 50 mL elution buffer (20 mM Tris pH 8.0, 500 mM NaCl, 

250 mM imidazole). TEV protease (250 μL of 0.07 mM stock) was added, and the samples were 

dialyzed at room temperature in 1 L TEV buffer (50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 0.5 mM EDTA, 1 mM 

DTT, 100 mM NaCl) overnight, followed by further dialysis in 1L binding buffer for 4 hrs and in 

2 L binding buffer overnight. The digest was loaded into a 5 mL nickel column, the flow through 

is collected, followed by 3 washes with 50 mL binding buffer. The fractions containing purified 

LcrG7-73 constructs appears in the flow through and the first wash, whereas the His6-GB1 tag was 

retained in the column which is eluted by the elution buffer. After digestion of the fusion 

proteins with TEV protease, purified LcrV and LcrG7-73 constructs used herein contain 3residues 

(GHM) at their N-termini as cloning artifact.  
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Purified proteins were dialyzed twice in 1 L EPR buffer (10 mM NaPO4,10 mM NaCl, pH 

7.0), concentrated using Amicon 3k, and the protein concentration is estimated by absorbance at 

A280. 

As described  previously[7], LcrV was  expressed as LcrV C273 (residues 28-322) was 

expressed as a fusion protein(His6-GB1-TEV protease cleavage site-LcrV) in pDZ1.LcrV was 

purified by the same protocol as described above, except for the following modifications: after 

TEV digestion, the digest was loaded on a 10 ml nickel column, the flow through was collected 

and followed by wash 1 in 50 ml binding buffer, wash 2 with 50 ml (20mM Tris pH 8.0,500 mM 

NaCl, 25mM Ιmidazole) and wash 3 (20mM Tris pH 8.0,500 mM NaCl, 50mM Imidazole). The 

fractions flow through, wash 1 and wash 2, whereas the His6-GB1 tag appeared in the elution 

fraction. 

 

2.3.2 Site directed spin labeling  

The nitroxide spin label MTSL (1-Oxyl-2,2,5,5-tetramethyl-3-pyrroline-methyl) 

methanethiosulfonate (Toronto Research Chemicals) was attached to the protein samples by Site 

Directed Spin Labeling (SDSL). 10 mg of MTSL was dissolved in 250ul of acetone to make a 

stock solution of 150mM. A 30-fold excess DTT was added to remove disulfide bonds from the 

protein samples and incubated for 30 minutes at room temperature. The excess DTT from the 

reduced samples was removed by a buffer exchange in the EPR buffer using NAP-5 columns. A 

10-fold excess of MTSL was added to LcrGFL, LcrG7-73 and LcrG7-73 C34S/D65C. 20-fold excess 

of MTSL was added to LcrG7-73 D65C, LcrGFLD65C and LcrGFL Q74C as it had 2 cysteines for 

double labeling. All the samples were incubated overnight and the nitroxide spin label (R1) was 

attached as a side chain to the cysteine residue as shown in Fig 2-5. Unbound MTSL was 
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removed by exchange in EPR buffer using a NAP-5 column. The attachment of the R1 spin label 

to the LcrG constructs was verified by ESI-Mass Spectroscopy. 

 

2.3.3 Circular dichroism spectroscopy 

CD spectra was acquired with a JASCO J-815 spectropolarimeter. Protein samples were 

diluted to a final concentration of ~ 5μM (0.05 mg/ml) in EPR buffer. Spectra were acquired 

from 190 nm to 260 nm in triplicate at 20oC with a scan rate of 50 nm/min for unlabeled and 

labeled protein samples. 

 

2.3.4 EPR spectroscopy 

Spectra of single labeled LcrG 7-73C34R1, LcrG 7-73 C34S/D65R1, and double labeled  

LcrG7-73 C34R1/D65R1 were acquired. The samples were in buffer containing 10 mM Phosphate 

buffer, pH 7.0, 10 mM NaCl. The final concentrations of all the LcrG constructs were 1.3 –0.5 

mM in a volume of~ 500 μL. 

The EPR spectra were recorded at 150 K on a Bruker EMX spectrometer at a microwave 

power of 0.02mW sweeping the magnetic field from 3,260 to 3,460 G at a frequency of 9.45 

GHz. Spectra were recorded a minimum of two times; little to no variation was observed 

between trials. The spin–spin distances between the helices of LcrG was assessed by comparing 

the EPR spectrum of LcrG7-73 C34R1/D65CR1 to the spectrum formed by adding that of  

LcrG7-73C34R1 and that of LcrG7-73 C34S/D65R1.  The spin–spin distances of bound LcrG to 

LcrV was estimated by comparing the EPR spectrum of LcrV bound to LcrG7-73 C34R1/D65CR1 

to the spectrum formed by adding that of LcrV bound LcrG7-73 C34R1 and that of LcrV bound to 

LcrG7-73 C34S/D65CR1. The spin–spin distances between the helices LcrGFL was estimated by 
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comparing the EPR spectrum LcrGFL C34R1/D65CR1 and LcrGFL C34R1/Q74CR1 to the 

spectrum of LcrGFL  C34R1. The spin–spin distances was calculated using a Monte 

Carlo/simplex Gaussian convolution method[29].  

 
2.4 Results 

 

2.4.1 Protein expression and purification for EPR studies 

LcrG constructs were expressed and purified under native conditions. LcrGFL and LcrG7-73 

was expressed in the soluble fraction and used previously [26],[30] to determine its structure by 

NMR. Site directed mutagenesis introduced cysteine mutations in the LcrG7-73 and LcrG 7-73 

C34S for the EPR studies to obtain LcrG7-73 C34S D65C and LcrG7-73 D65C. The purified LcrG7-

73 C34S D65C and LcrG7-73 D65C was soluble and stable like LcrG7-73. Site directed mutagenesis 

introduced cysteine mutations in the LcrGFL to obtain LcrGFL Q74C and LcrGFL D65C. The 

purified LcrG7-73 C34S D65C, LcrG7-73 D65C, LcrGFL Q74C and LcrGFL D65C were soluble and 

stable like LcrGFL and LcrG7-73.  The final concentrations of these proteins at A280 were 

 ~0.9-1.3mM.  

LcrV was  also expressed and purified under native conditions[7] and the final concentration 

was ~0.5mM . 

 

2.4.2 Electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) shows site directed spin labeling of 

LcrG7-73, LcrG7-73 C34S/D65C and LcrG7-73D65C 

Fig 2-2 shows that LcrG constructs, LcrG7-73 and LcrG7-73 C34S/D65C formed dimers in the 

absence of a reducing agent. The theoretical mass of LcrG7-73   was estimated to be 8009 Da., in 

Fig 1-3A majority of the protein molecules had a mass of 16018 Da., which is twice the 
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predicted mass of LcrG7-73. When DTT was added to the protein solution followed by R1 spin 

label attachment, the mass of the sample was 8194Da, which was the theoretical mass of  

LcrG 7-73 (8009 Da), along with the R1 side chain with a mass of 185 Da, as shown in Fig 1-3B. 

In Fig1-3C, I observed the dimerization of the LcrG7-73 C34S/D65C sample like LcrG7-73. After 

addition of MTSL (Fig1-3D) majority of the protein molecules had a mass of 8166 Da, denoting 

that R1 is attached to LcrG7-73 C34S/D65C with a mass of 185 Da. LcrG7-73 D65C has two 

cysteines for MTSL side chain attachment. Fig 1-4A shows the mass of LcrG7-73 D65C was 

estimated to be 7996 Da, after R1 spin label attachment, the mass was 8366Da (Fig 1-4B). The 

difference in mass before and after labeling is 370 Da, showing that two R1 spin labels were 

attached to LcrG7-73 D65C. 

 

2.4.3 Circular dichroism spectroscopy 

The CD spectra for the LcrG constructs shows that the mutations did not change the overall 

secondary structure of the protein. The Molar Ellipticity ratio at 222nm and 208nm ( θ222/ θ208) 

for all LcrG constructs was 0.8 (Fig 2-4A,2-4B and 2-4C), suggesting that there were no changes 

in the secondary structures due to the introduction of the cysteine mutation.  

After the addition of the R1 spin label, the labeled samples LcrG 7-73 C34R1, LcrG 7-73 

C34S/D65R1 and LcrG 7-73 C34R1/D65R1 had a θ222/ θ208 ratio of 0.78, 0.85 and 0.93 

respectively, showing that the addition of the spin label did not change the overall secondary 

structure of the LcrG constructs. 
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Figure 2-2. Electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) of LcrG single mutant 
proteins to confirm the extent of labeling. ESI-MS on LcrG7-73 and LcrG7-73 C34S/D65C (A) 
before MTSL-labeling (theoretical MW, 8009 Da), and (B) after MTSL labeling (theoretical 
MW,8166 Da). (C) before MTSL-labeling (theoretical MW, 7981 Da), and (D) after MTSL 
labeling (theoretical MW,8166 Da). MTSL conjugation at one cysteine resulted in an expected 
increase in mass of 185Da. 
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Figure 2-3. Electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) of LcrG 7-73 D65C  
protein to confirm the extent of labeling. ESI-MS on LcrG 7-73 D65C mutant (A) before 
MTSL-labeling (theoretical MW, 7996Da), and (B) after MTSL labeling (theoretical MW,8366). 
MTSL conjugation at two cysteines resulted in an expected increase in mass of 370 Da. 
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2.4.4 LcrG has different structural conformations 

Based on the capacity to detect long range contacts on lowly populated states, EPR 

spectroscopy was used to test our hypothesis that the helix α1 and helix α3 of LcrG interacted 

with each other. For the EPR studies, nitroxide spin label R1(Fig 2-5A) was covalently attached 

as a side to the cysteine residues by coupling of MTSL. 

To determine the interaction between helix α1 and helix α3, three LcrG constructs were spin 

labeled and used for EPR studies — (1) LcrG7-73 with a single cysteine residue C34 in helix α1 

for single spin labeling. (2) LcrG7-73 engineered with two point mutations (C34 and D65C) for 

single spin label attachment at position D65 on helix α3. (3) LcrG7-73 engineered with a point 

mutation on D65C for attachment of spin labels at residue C34 on helix α1 and residue D65 on 

helix α3, as shown in Fig 2-5B. The LcrG constructs with single spin labels acted as the control 

for EPR spectroscopy whereas the construct containing the double spin labels was used as the 

sample to determine spin-spin distances.  

EPR spectra acquired for single spin labeled LcrG on C34R1 and D65R1were added, which 

resulted in the black spectrum (Fig 1-6C). Results of EPR for the double spin labeled C34R1 and 

D65R1 (red spectrum, Fig 1-6C) showed spectrum broadening indicating spin-spin distance 

between C34R1(helix α1) and D65R1(helix α3). The distance between the two spin labels was 

calculated to be 9Å. Our EPR results suggested that there is a population of LcrG where helix α1 

helix α3 were close to each other and we termed this spin-spin interaction as the closed 

conformation. This EPR data is the only experimental evidence which shows direct interaction 

between helix α1and helix α3 of LcrG. 
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Figure 2-4. CD spectroscopy of LcrG constructs used for EPR studies. (A) CD spectra of 
LcrG7-73 before and after (LcrG7-73C34R1) MTSL side chain attachment. (B) CD spectra of 
 LcrG7-73 C34S/D65C before and after (LcrG773C34S/D65R1) MTSL side chain attachment. (C) 
CD spectra of LcrG7-73D65C before and after MTSL(LcrG7-73D65R1) side chain attachment. 
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Figure 2-5. The closed conformation of LcrG as revealed by EPR. (A) MTSL spin label as an 
amino acid side chain (R1). (B) The LcrG spin-labeled constructs used to determine the spin-spin 
interaction between helix α1 and helix α3. (C) EPR spectra of the spin-spin interaction of  
LcrG7-73 C34 and D65C. 
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EPR spectroscopy is also used to determine the spin-spin interaction between helix α1 and helix 

α3 when LcrG is bound to LcrV. The LcrG constructs used in the previous studies were 

complexed with unlabeled LcrV at a 1:1.2 molar ratio and the spin-spin interaction of LcrG 

C34R1 and D65R1 is determined. 

The additive spectrum of the two single spin labeled proteins — LcrG C34R1 bound to LcrV and 

LcrG C34S/D65R1 bound to LcrV served as the control (Fig 2-6A). The EPR results indicated 

that when LcrG binds to LcrV, spin-spin distances between C34R1 and D65R1 disappear. The 

EPR spectrum of double spin labeled LcrG C34R1/D65R1bound to LcrV looked identical to the 

control spectrum (black spectrum Fig 2-6B), as the two spectra were superimposed.  

Our EPR results indicate that when LcrG binds to LcrV the distance between the C34R1 on 

helix α1 and D65R1 on helix α3 is larger than 25Å.We designated this increase of spin-spin 

distance over 25Å between helix α1 and helix α3 as the open conformation of LcrG. 

 

2.4.5 EPR Spectroscopy of LcrGFL 
 

The preliminary EPR spectra acquired for full length LcrG (LcrGFL) showed no distance 

information as shown in Fig 2-7. The data acquired was inconclusive as I used only one control 

LcrGFL C34 for the EPR studies. I planned to generate LcrGFL C34S/D65C and LcrGFL 

C34S/Q74C using LcrGFL C34S as the template but the site directed mutagenesis experiments 

failed.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

 
2.5 Discussion 

EPR spectroscopy provides new insight into the structural conformations of tip LcrG. LcrG 

plays an important role in the virulence Yersinia pestis by functioning as the chaperone to the tip 

protein LcrV and as a regulator of Yop effect proteins. A homolog of LcrG is found in the 
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Pseudomonas T3SS known as PcrG. LcrG and PcrG form a family of tip chaperones and 

regulator of effector proteins which are essential for the virulence of Yersinia pestis and 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa. There are no crystal structures for the tip chaperone family of proteins 

[31]. Computational studies predicted the structures of LcrG and PcrG as a coiled coil and four 

helical bundle[27],[31]. Prior to our EPR studies, the current knowledge of the LcrG and PcrG 

comes from NMR spectroscopy which shows that LcrG and PcrG have secondary alpha helices 

but lack tertiary contacts[26, 31]. The NOE-based NMR experiments did not detect any long-

range interactions between helix α1 and helix α3[26]. The NMR structure characterizes LcrG 

with three alpha helices which are connected to each other by disordered linker regions, and is 

highly dynamic showing fast nanoscale backbone motion[26]. The full-length LcrG (LcrGFL) 

showed a poor quality two-dimensional (2D) 1H-15N HSQC NMR spectrum where the amide 

peaks were barely resolved and the numbers of peaks were much less than expected from a  

95-residue protein[26]. Based on the secondary structure predicted by PSIPRED[32], the 

disordered tails of LcrG were truncated, while maintaining the hydrophilic terminal residues to 

generate the truncated construct spanning residues Asp-7 to Arg-73 (LcrG7-73)[30]. LcrG7-73 

somewhat improved the 2D 1H-15N HSQC spectrum as compared to LcrGFL, but LcrG7-73 did not 

yield an ideal NMR spectrum either[30]. Only 58% of the residues in the protein were 

represented in the 2D 1H-15N HSQC spectrum of LcrG7-73 and the peaks were broadened and 

poorly resolved[30]. It was reasoned that this non-ideal NMR spectrum of LcrG7-73 could be due 

to the presence of a native cysteine at position 34 (C34), and this C34 might be responsible for 

forming disulphide linkage and contribute to the aggregation of the protein[30]. Hence, the 

native cysteine (C34) was mutated into serine and thereby creating the constructs LcrG7-73 
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C34S[30]. LcrG7-73 C34S yielded a better quality 1H-15N HSQC spectrum with sharp and well-

resolved peaks[30]. 

The circular dichroism (CD) spectra of LcrGFL, LcrG7-73   and LcrG7-73 C34S showed that the 

LcrG constructs are primarily α-helical proteins as demonstrated by the characteristic minima at 

222 and 208 nm[26],[30]. The θ222/ θ208 ratio of  these constructs were ~0.8[26],[30]. The Yop 

secretion assay showed that LcrG7-73 C34S successfully complemented the ΔlcrG mutation by 

restoring the secretion of effector proteins in YopM in Yersinia pestis like the wild type 

LcrG[30]. Based on the structural similarities and function of LcrGFL, LcrG7-73 and LcrG7-73 

C34S, we used these constructs to generate cysteine mutations to identify the interaction of helix 

α1and helix α3 in LcrG using EPR.  

Our EPR data acquired from the LcrG7-73, LcrG7-73 C34S/D65C and LcrG7-73 D65C 

constructs show that there is a population in LcrG where helix α1 and helix α3 are in close 

contact. The spin-spin distance between the two helices is calculated to be 9Å, thus forming a 

close conformation. 

The function of LcrG is to maintain the structural integrity of LcrV in the bacterial cytosol 

during the assembly of the needle complex. The LcrG-LcrV complex shows tight binding with 

nanomolar affinities. PcrV, the homolog of LcrV in Pseudomonas aeruginosa forms a tight 

binding complex with PcrG[[33],[34],[35].There are currently no crystal structures of the  

LcrG-LcrV and the PcrG-PcrV complexes. The structural model of LcrG and LcrV complex is 

derived from known crystal structures of the tip proteins which include Shigella IpaD, 

Salmonella SipD, Burkholderia BipD Yersinia LcrV, [9],[10],[11],[12].The common structural 

features of the tip proteins include a mixed α/β region and a long central coiled coil domain at 

the C-termini of the proteins[7]. A major difference among the tip proteins is the N-terminal 
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alpha helical hairpin which is common among the IpaD, SipD and BipD but is missing in LcrV 

(Fig 1-2(A), Chapter 1)[9]. LcrG is an alpha helical protein which was predicted to interact with 

LcrV in a manner similar to the N-terminal alpha hairpin of the tip protein SipD[28](Fig1-2(E), 

Chapter 1)[9]. This prediction led to our hypothesis that when LcrG would interact with LcrV the 

helices α1 and α3 would be in close contact with each other (Fig 2-1B). Our EPR results show 

that when LcrG is bound to LcrV, instead of helix α1 and helix α3 forming an alpha hairpin, the 

distance between the spin labels attached to C34 to helix α1 and helix α3 D65C have a distance 

greater than 25Å.This is called the open conformation of LcrG. 

In summary, EPR provides additional insight into the different structural conformation of 

LcrG. LcrG in its free form has a population where helix α1 and helix α3 are in a closed 

conformation with a distance of 9Å. When LcrG is bound to LcrV, helix α1 and helix α3 are in 

an open conformation with a distance more than 25Å. 
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Figure 2-6. The open conformation of LcrG when bound to LcrV. (A) The LcrG spin-labeled 
constructs used in complex with LcrV. (B) EPR spectra of the spin-spin interaction of  
LcrG7-73 C34 and D65C in complex with LcrV. 
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Figure 2-7. EPR did not detect any spin-spin interaction for LcrGFL C34R1 and D65R1 and 
LcrGFL C34R1 and Q74R1. R1 is the MTSL side with the paramagnetic center. The black control 
spectrum is generated by LcrGFL spin labeled with MTSL side chain R1. The red spectrum is the 
sample generated by the two spin labels (MTSL) side chains attached to two helices of LcrGFL.  
(A) EPR spectra of the spin-spin interaction of LcrGFL C34R1 and D65R1. (B) EPR spectra of the 
spin-spin interaction of LcrGFL C34R1 and Q74R1. 
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3.1 Abstract 

Yersinia pestis is a Gram-negative bacterium which causes bubonic plague. Yersinia uses the 

Type III Secretion System (T3SS) to target its host cell with the virulence effector proteins. The 

T3SS consists of the needle complex, chaperone and effector proteins. The needle complex has 

the base, needle, tip complex and translocon. The Yersinia tip is made up of the tip proteins 

LcrV. During assembly of the needle complex LcrV interacts with its chaperone LcrG.  The 

binding mode of LcrG and LcrV is unknown. The model of interaction of LcrG-LcrV is based on 

the crystal structures from of tip proteins of Salmonella SipD, Shigella IpaD and Burkholderia 

BipD, suggest that LcrG would have an alpha helical hairpin when it is bound to LcrV. Our 

previous EPR data revealed that LcrG has an open conformation when it is bound to LcrV. To 

identify the binding interaction of LcrV and LcrG, we made cysteine mutations on LcrG and 

LcrV for the attachment of the spin-label MTSL. Our EPR data showed that LcrG interacts with 

the N-terminal domain of LcrV. Our EPR results provide insight on the binding interaction of 

LcrG and LcrV. 

 

3.2 Introduction 

Bubonic plague is caused by the Gram-negative bacterium, Yersinia pestis. Yersinia pestis 

deploys the T3SS to form a nanoinjector to transport effector proteins from the bacteria to the 

host cells. The T3SS consists of the needle complex, chaperone, tip complex and translocon 

[1],[2]. The needle complex is a macromolecular assemblage made up of over a dozen of 

different proteins. The components of the needle complex are the base, a needle,  a tip and a 

translocon[3],[4]. The base is attached to the inner and outer membranes of the bacterial cell 

membrane[3]. The needle protrudes from the base into the inter membranous region between the 
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bacteria and the host cell[3]. The needle is capped by the tip complex which is  formed by 

multiple copies of the tip protein and provides a  platform for the assembly of the translocon[5]. 

The translocon forms the pore in the host cell membrane through which the Yersinia Yop 

effector proteins are transported into the host cells[6].  

The tip acts an environmental sensor for the assembly of the  translocon and is made up of 5 

copies of the tip protein LcrV[5],[7]. The crystal structure of LcrV shows similarity with the tip 

proteins following-Salmonella SipD, Shigella IpaD, and Burkholderia 

BipD[8],[9],[10],[11],[12],[13]. The T3SS genes[14] are activated to initiate the assembly of the 

base, needle and tip at 37oC[5]. When the bacteria come in contact with the host cell and  this 

contact is somehow sensed and detected by the tip complex and the bacteria then activates the 

assembly of the translocon proteins[15],[16]. 

In Yersinia, the tip protein interacts with a small protein LcrG in the bacterial cytosol. The 

LcrV interacts with LcrG to maintain its structural integrity prior to the assembly of the tip. The 

LcrG-LcrV interaction shows tight binding with a Kd of 140nM[17]. LcrG also regulates the 

secretion of Yop proteins. The structure of LcrG determined by NMR shows that it consists of 

three alpha helices with no tertiary contacts and shows fast nanoscale motions[18].  

Currently, there is no crystal structure of the LcrG-LcrV complex. The crystal structure of the 

other tip proteins: Salmonella SipD, Shigella IpaD and Burkholderia BipD have a N-terminal 

alpha helical hairpin which acts as self-chaperone[19]. This alpha helical hairpin structural motif 

is not present in LcrV. Comparing the crystal structures of the tip proteins with LcrV[20], it was 

hypothesized that LcrG would form an helical alpha hairpin similar to the N-terminal region of 

the tip proteins SipD, IpaD, and BipD. Previous NMR data acquired shows the dynamic nature 

of the LcrG-LcrV interactions where different regions of LcrG bound to LcrV with different 
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affinities[21]. Our EPR data also showed when LcrG is bound to LcrV, helix α1 and helix α3 are 

far apart with a distance larger than 25Å, forming an open conformation[22],as shown in Fig 2-6 

of Chapter 2.  

Based on the NMR and EPR data, I proposed some possible models of LcrV-LcrG 

interaction (Fig 3-1). To test these models of LcrV-LcrG interaction s by EPR, I engineered 

cysteine mutations in the N-terminal (helix α1) and C-terminal (helix α3) of LcrG and in the.  

N-terminal region of LcrV for the attachment of the spin label. EPR data acquired by my 

collaborator Dr. Likai Song for the Florida State University revealed that both the N-terminal 

and the C-terminal helices interacts with the N-terminal domain LcrV. Our EPR data provides 

insights the binding interaction of LcrG and LcrV. 

 

3.3 Methods 

 

3.3.1 Protein expression and purification 

Site-directed mutagenesis by QuickChange (Stratagene) was used to introduce point 

mutations in LcrV to obtain LcrV Q37C and LcrV K137C. LcrG7-73 has a native cysteine residue 

in the 34th position so LcrG7-73 was used as a construct for site directed spin labeling (SDSL). 

Point mutations were also introduced in the N-terminal helix of LcrG7-73 C34S: LcrG7-73 

C34S/K28C and LcrG7-73 C34S/A35C and C -terminal helix: LcrG7-73 C34S/E60C and LcrG7-73 

C34S/D65C. 

The proteins were expressed and purified as mentioned in the previous Chapter 2.3.1. 
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Figure 3-1.  Proposed models of LcrV and LcrG interactions based on NMR and EPR data.  
(A) A proposed model showing interaction of N-terminal helix (helix α1) and C-terminal helix 
(helix α3) of LcrG with the N-terminal domain (NTD, shown in red) of LcrV. (B) A proposed 
model of LcrG-LcrV interaction where the C-terminal helix (helix α3) of LcrG interacts with the 
helical regions of NTD of LcrV and the N-terminal helix (helix1) of LcrG interacts with the β turn 
region of NTD and the coiled-coil (CC, shown in grey) of LcrV. (C) A proposed model of  
LcrG-LcrV interaction showing that the N-terminal helix of LcrG interacts with both the helices 
in the coiled-coil (CC) domain of LcrV; whereas LcrG helix α2 interacts with the unstructured 
regions of the LcrV NTD; and the C-terminal helix (helix α3) with the helical region of NTD of 
LcrV.  (D) A proposed model of LcrV-LcrG interaction wherein the helix α2 and the C- terminal 
helix of LcrG interact with the helical region of the NTD of LcrV.  
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Table 3-1.  Site-directed spin labeling of MTSL side chain R1 in LcrG and LcrV 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

  

Position of spin 

label 

Number of spin 

label 

LcrG7-73  

C34S/K28R1 Single 

C34R1 Single 

C34S/A35R1 Single 

C34S/E60R1 Single 

C34S/D65R1 Single 

LcrV  

Q37R1 Single 

K137R1 Single 
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3.3.2 Site directed spin labeling of LcrG7-73 and LcrV constructs 

The LcrG and LcrV constructs was spin labeled with MTSL as described in the previous 

chapter. The spin labeled constructs used in this study are listed in Table 3-1. 

 

3.3.3 Circular dichroism spectroscopy 

CD data for the cysteine mutants of LcrG and LcrV along with spin labeled LcrG and LcrV 

were acquired in JASCO J-815 spectropolarimeter following similar protocols described in 

Chapter 2.3.3. 

 

3.3.4 EPR spectroscopy 

The EPR data for the spin labeled LcrG and LcrV constructs were acquired under 

identical conditions as mentioned in Chapter 2. The spin–spin distances was calculated using 

a Monte Carlo/simplex Gaussian convolution method[23]. 

 

3.4 Results 

 

3.4.1 Protein expression and purification 

Site directed mutagenesis generated four cysteine mutants in the LcrG 7-73 C34S construct. 

The constructs for the N-terminal helix were LcrG 7-73 C34S/K28C and LcrG 7-73 C34S/A35C. 

The C-terminal constructs were LcrG 7-73 C34S/E60C and LcrG 7-73 C34S/D65C. The cysteine 

mutant proteins showed similar expression and yield LcrG 7-73 C34S and LcrG 7-73 constructs as 

described previously[18]. Cysteine mutants of LcrV generated by site directed mutagenesis are 

LcrV Q37C and LcrV K137C had  similar stability and yield as LcrV[8]. 
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3.4.2 ESI mass spectrometry confirms site directed spin labeling of LcrG7-73 and LcrV constructs  

Electrospray ionization (ESI) mass spectrometry (Fig 3-2) confirmed the extent of spin 

labeling in the N-terminal constructs of LcrG, which dimerized in the absence of a reducing 

agent. The theoretical mass of LcrG7-73 C34S/K28C was estimated to be 7967.6 Da. In Fig 3-2A, 

the mass of the sample was estimated to be 15935.20 Da, which is twice the predicted mass of 

LcrG7-73 C34S/K28C. After addition of DTT and the MTSL spin label, the majority of the 

protein sample had a mass of 8152.7 Da as shown in Fig 3-2B, which confirmed the attachment 

of the R1 side chain with a mass of 185 Da to LcrG7-73 C34S/K28C. Fig 3-2 C and Fig 3-2 E, 

showed that before MTSL labeling the samples LcrG7-73 and LcrG7-73 C34S/A35C formed dimers 

like LcrG7-73 C34S/K28C and had an estimated mass of 16018 Da and 16049.40 Da respectively. 

After the addition of the MTSL spin label, the majority of the protein samples LcrG7-73   and 

LcrG7-73 C34S/A35C had a mass 8194 Da and 8209 Da respectively, denoting that the MTSL R1 

side chain had been attached to the protein sample. 

Fig 3-3 showed that, like the N-terminal constructs of LcrG, the C-terminal constructs also 

tend to dimerize (Fig 3-3A,3-3C). After MTSL spin-label attachment the mass of  

LcrG7-73C34S/E60C is 8151.8 Da, which was the theoretical Mw of LcrG7-73C34S/E60C (7966.7 

Da) plus the mass of attached R1 side chain (185.1 Da) (Fig 3-3B). Fig 3-3D showed the mass of 

LcrG7-73C34S/D65C as 8166 Da after the addition of MTSL showing, an increase of 185 Da 

(mass of R1 side chain) to its theoretical mass (7981 Da). 

The extent of LcrV spin labeling as determined by ESI mass spectrometry is shown in Fig  

3-4. The mass of LcrV Q37C is estimated to be 33885.6 Da, and the mass of LcrV K137C was 

33885.6 Da (Fig 3-4A and Fig 3-4C). MTSL was added to these protein samples to attach the R1 

side chain spin label. The mass of LcrV Q37C and LcrV K137C was estimated to be 34071.6 
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(Fig 3-4B) and 34071.0 (Fig 3-4D), respectively. The difference in the mass of LcrV Q37C 

before and after labeling is 186 Da, which denoted the addition of the MTSL spin label. 

Likewise, after labeling, the difference in mass of LcrV K137C, is also estimated to be 186 Da, 

showing the R1 attachment of the MTSL spin label.  

 
3.4.3 Circular dichroism spectroscopy 

 CD spectroscopy was used to determine the effect of cysteine mutations in LcrG. CD spectra 

of the N-terminal and C-terminal constructs of LcrG showed no overall change in the secondary 

structures compared to LcrG7-73 . The Molar Ellipticity ratio at 222nm and 208nm ( θ222/ θ208) of 

all the constructs with cysteine mutations were estimated to be 0.8 (Fig 3-5A-E), which 

suggested that all the constructs had non-interacting helices similar to the wild type LcrG7-73 

construct, showing that the cysteine mutations did not affect the secondary structure. The 

addition of the MTSL by site directed spin labeling (SDSL) led to the attachment of the spin-

label (R1).  

CD spectroscopy was also used to determine the effect of R1 on secondary structure of LcrG. 

The labeled LcrG constructs had θ222/ θ208 ratios from 0.78-0.88 (Fig 3-5A-E), showing the 

addition of the spin-label did not change the overall secondary structures of the LcrG constructs. 

There was no overall change in the secondary structure of LcrV Q37C and LcrV K137C upon 

the addition of the R1 spin label. The θ222/ θ208 ratio was the same after the addition of the R1 

side chain, as shown in Fig 3-6A-B. 
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Figure 3-2. Extent of spin labeling of LcrG N-terminal helix by electrospray ionization 
mass spectrometry (ESI-MS). ESI-MS of LcrG7-73C34S/DK28C, LcrG7-73,  
LcrG7-73C34S/A35C (A) before MTSL labeling (theoretical MW 7967.6 Da) (B) after MTSL 
labeling (theoretical MW 8152.7Da) (C) before MTSL labeling (theoretical MW 8009 Da) (D) 
after MTSL labeling (theoretical MW 8194 Da) (E) before MTSL labeling (theoretical MW 
8024.6 Da) (F) after MTSL labeling (theoretical MW 8209.2 Da) 
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Figure 3-3. LcrG C-terminal helix spin labeling by electrospray ionization mass 
spectrometry (ESI-MS).  (A) ESI-MS of LcrG7-73C34S/E60C before MTSL labeling 
(theoretical MW 7966.7 Da) (B) ESI-MS of LcrG7-73C34S/E60C after MTSL labeling 
(theoretical MW 8151.7 Da) (C) ESI-MS of LcrG7-73C34S/D65C before MTSL labeling 
(theoretical MW 7981 Da) (D) ESI-MS of LcrG7-73C34S/D65C after MTSL labeling 
(theoretical MW 8166 Da) 
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Figure 3-4. Extent of LcrV spin labeling as confirmed ESI-MS. ESI-MS of LcrV Q37C and 
LcrV K137C.(A) before MTSL labeling (theoretical MW 33885.6 Da) (B) after MTSL 
labeling (theoretical MW 34070.6 Da) (C) before MTSL labeling (theoretical MW 33885.9 
Da) (D) ESI-MS of LcrV K137C after MTSL labeling (theoretical value 34077.9 Da) 
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3.4.4 EPR spectroscopy 

EPR data showed that LcrG had an open conformation when bound to the tip protein LcrV, 

as shown in Fig 2-5 of Chapter 2. To determine how LcrG interacted with LcrV, we placed a  

spin-label on LcrG and another spin-label on LcrV.The LcrG residues K28 and A35 in theN-

terminal helix (helix α1) and the residues E60 and D65 in the C-terminal helix (helix α3) (Fig 3-

7A) were mutated to cysteine to generate four different constructs for spin labeling. TheLcrG7-73 

construct was also used for spin labeling using the native cysteine in the 34th position. The 

residues in the helix α3 (Q37) and helix α6 (K137) of the N-terminal domain of LcrV (Fig 3-8A) 

were mutated to cysteine to generate two different constructs for site directed spin labeling. The 

EPR spectra from the 7 spin-labeled LcrV and LcrG contracts in their uncomplexed form served 

as the control. For example, the spectra from LcrG 7-73 C34S/K28R1by itself and LcrV Q37R1 

by itself served as control for the LcrG-LcrV complex formed by LcrG 7-73 C34S/K28R1 and 

LcrV Q37R1(Fig 3-8A).  

The locations of the spin labels on LcrV were chosen based on previous results obtained by 

NMR, which showed that the many residues in the N-terminal domain of LcrV were perturbed 

upon titration of LcrV with LcrG[21] .A criterion for spin labeling LcrV residues was to select 

residues which were not directly involved in interaction with LcrG, so that attachment of the 

spin-label  would not alter the protein-protein interaction .Another criterion was to choose 

residues that were surface exposed and non-conserved so the overall folding of LcrV was not 

affected. Based on the models proposed (Fig 3-1), the LcrV residue were separated by some 

distance to allow us to estimate the distance of how LcrG interacted with LcrV (the Cα – Cα is 

estimated to be 22 Å). 
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Figure 3-5. CD Spectroscopy of LcrG constructs used for LcrV-LcrG EPR 
studies. (A-E). CD spectra of LcrG7-73 cysteine mutations before (solid line) and 
after the attachment of R1 side chain spin label by MTSL (dashed lines).  
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Figure 3-6. CD Spectroscopy of LcrV constructs used for LcrV-LcrG EPR  
studies. (A) CD spectra of LcrV Q37C before (solid lines) and after (LcrV Q37R1) 
MTSL side chain attachment (dashed lines). (B) CD spectra of LcrVK137C before 
(solid lines) and after (LcrV K137R1) MTSL side chain attachment (dashed lines). 
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Ten different combinations of spin-spin interactions were tested for the LcrG-LcrV complex, of 

which only two combinations yielded a spin-spin distance below 25 Å-- LcrG 7-73 C34S/K28R1 

to LcrV Q37R1 with a spin-spin distance of 12 Å (Fig 3-8A) and LcrG 7-73 C34S/D65R1 to LcrV 

K137R1 with a spin-spin distance of 18 Å (Fig 3-8 B). 

In Fig 3-8A, the red spectrum generated by the LcrVQ37R1 -LcrG7-73 C34S/K28R1 complex, 

showed spectral broadening and reduction in spectral height compared to the black control 

spectrum, which was generated by the addition of the LcrVQ37R1 spectrum and the LcrG7-73 

C34S/K28R1 spectrum. Similar spectral broadening was also observed for the LcrVK137R1 -

LcrG7-73 C34S/D65R1 complex (Fig 3-8B). The rest of the eight combinations tested did not 

show any significant spectral broadening, indicating the spin-spin distance to be more than 25 Å 

(Fig 3-8C). 

Our EPR data suggested that the entire length of LcrG consisting of N-terminal helix (helix 

α1) and C-terminal helix (helix α3) is in close proximity to the LcrV N-terminal domain as 

shown in Fig 3-9C. Part of LcrG helix α1 was at a distance of 12 Å from helix α3 of the LcrV N-

terminal domain (Fig 3-9B) and the LcrG helix α3 was at a distance of 18 Å from helix α6 of the 

LcrV N-terminal domain (Fig 3-9B). 

 

3.5 Discussion 

Our EPR results shown here provides new information regarding the binding model of 

Yersinia tip protein LcrV and tip chaperone protein LcrG. LcrV and LcrG are essential for the 

virulence of Yersinia pestis. LcrV forms the tip by capping the needle complex and providing a 

platform for the formation of the translocon[5],through which the effector proteins are 

transported into the host cell[5]. LcrG binds to LcrV during needle complex assembly at the 
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bacterial cytosol with nanomolar affinity[17]. The Pseudomonas aeruginosa tip protein PcrV, 

which is a homolog of LcrV also forms a tight binding complex with the Pseudomonas tip 

chaperone PcrG[24],[25],[26]. 

Currently, there are no high-resolution structures of the LcrV-LcrG complex or the  

PcrG-PcrV complex. The current structural model of the LcrV-LcrG interaction is based on the 

comparison of the  crystal structures of the tip proteins  Salmonella SipD, Shigella IpaD and 

Burkholdaria BipD to Yersinia LcrV[8],[11],[12],[15].Based on this hypothesis, LcrG is 

expected to interact with LcrV in a manner similar to the N-terminal alpha hairpin of IpaD[20]. 

Previous NMR data acquired by others [21] indicated that isoleucine, leucine and valine 

residues of LcrV showed chemical perturbation in the N-terminal domain, α/β domain and the 

coiled-coil domain (Fig 3-9A) suggesting that either these residues are involved in direct binding 

or they are undergoing conformational change upon binding to LcrG. The NMR data also show 

that LcrG binds to LcrV with different affinities based on the behavior of the NMR peaks, where 

the subset of the ILV peaks formed slow-exchange peaks and another subset formed the 

intermediate exchange peak[21]. These results suggested that LcrG-LcrV complex is highly 

dynamic. This NMR data serves as our guide to position EPR spin labels for our current studies 

of the MTSL labeled LcrV- MTSL labeled LcrG complex. 

 Previous EPR data I acquired showed that when LcrG is bound to LcrV, the N-terminal 

helix (helix α1) and C-terminal helix (helix α3) have a spin-spin distance more than 25Å, 

forming an open conformation, showing that LcrG does not form a coiled-coil (Fig 2-5, Chapter 

2). The EPR data acquired for the MTSL labeled LcrG constructs and MTSL labeled LcrV 

complexes as shown in Fig 3-8A-B does not support the idea of the formation of a coiled-coil or 

alpha helical hairpin when LcrV is bound to LcrG. If LcrG forms a coiled-coil or an alpha helical 
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hairpin, we would expect spin labels on helix α1 and helix α3 to show short spin-spin distances 

to a spin-labeled LcrV, for example, on LcrV K137R1. However, my EPR data shows that the 

spin-label on LcrG helix α1 shows short spin-spin distances to LcrV Q37R1 but not to LcrV 

K137R1(Fig 3-7 B-C), and likewise a spin-label on LcrG helix α3 shows short spin-spin 

distances to LcrV K137R1 but not to LcrV Q37R1(Fig 3-8 B-C). The spin-spin distances 

estimated by EPR shows that the N-terminal helix (helix α1) and the C-terminal helix (helix α3) 

of LcrG interact with the LcrV N-terminal domain (NTD), as shown in a cartoon model in Fig 

3-9C.  

To summarize my findings, EPR provides new experimental evidence showing that LcrG 

does not interact with LcrV as coiled-coil or hairpin as hypothesized based on the crystal 

structure of tip proteins Salmonella SipD, Shigella IpaD and Burkholderia BipD[11],[12],[15].  
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Figure 3-7. Labeling scheme used in EPR determination of spin-spin interaction of the LcrG-
LcrV complex.  (A) Summary of the residues in LcrG and LcrV that were spin-labeled.  (B) 
Summary of results of EPR that detected spin-spin interaction between LcrG7-73 C34S/K28R1 - 
LcrV Q37R1 complex, and LcrG7-73 C34S/D65R1 – LcrV K137R1 complex. 
(C) Summary of labeling scheme for the LcrG-LcrV complex were no spin-spin interactions were 
observed.   
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Figure 3-8.  EPR spectra of spin-labeled LcrG in complex with spin-labeled LcrV.  (A) and 
(B) EPR spectra of LcrG-LcrV complex that showed spin-spin interactions.  (C)  EPR spectra of  
LcrG-LcrV complex that did not show spin-spin interaction. 
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Table 3-2.  Results of LcrG-LcrV spin-spin distances determined by EPR spectroscopy 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

LcrG7-73 R1 LcrV R1 Distance 

C34S/K28 Q37 12 Å 

C34S/D65 K137 18 Å 

C34S/K28 K137 >25 Å 

C34 Q37 >25 Å 

C34 K137 >25 Å 

C34S/A35 Q37 >25 Å 

C34S/A35 K137 >25 Å 

C34S/E60 Q37 >25 Å 

C34S/E60 K137 >25 Å 

C34S/D65 Q37 >25 Å 
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Fig. 3-9.  Model of LcrG-LcrV interaction from NMR and EPR. (A)NMR data showing the 
affected ILV residues (blue spheres). (B) LcrV showing the MTSL labels on helix α3(Q37) and 
helix α6 (K137) of the NTD (red). (C) Cartoon of LcrG-LcrV interaction showing that LcrG helix 
α1 and helix α3 interact with NTD (red). The distance between the residues Q37 and K137 is 22 
Å. LcrV has an N-terminal domain(NTD)(red),α/β domain(green) and a coiled-coil domain(CC) 
(grey).Figure adapted from [18],[21]. 
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Chapter 4: EPR Shows that PcrG has Different Conformations 
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4.1 Abstract 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa is the major cause of mortality among cystic fibrosis patients.  

Pseudomonas assemble a protein nanoinjector of the Type III Secretion System (T3SS) to inject 

virulence effector proteins into their target host cells.  The T3SS nanoinjector consists of the 

needle complex, chaperones, and effector proteins.  Pseudomonas PcrG is a protein that function 

as a chaperone to the tip protein, PcrV. Previous results by NMR and CD spectroscopy showed 

that PcrG lacks a tertiary structure and it is partially folded alpha helical proteins. Other results in 

the literature suggested that the two alpha helices of PcrG may interact with each other. Here, I 

and my collaborators used Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) spectroscopy to determine 

the conformations of PcrG. For EPR studies, we engineered cysteine mutations in PcrG for 

attachment of spin-labels. EPR results suggest that when PcrG is in free form, there is a 

population that showed transient tertiary structures where the two helices are in close contact 

with each other. When PcrG is bound to the tip protein, PcrV the two helices do not interact with 

each other anymore suggesting that PcrG exists in an open conformation. EPR thus provides 

additional insight into the different conformations of PcrG in the free form and when bound with 

PcrV. 

 

4.2 Introduction 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa is an opportunistic Gram-negative bacterium which is the lead 

cause of nosocomial infections among cystic fibrosis patients, AIDS and other 

immunocompromising diseases[1],[2]. The bacterium deploys the Type III Secretion System to 

initiate infection [3]. T3SS consists of the needle complex, chaperone and effector proteins. The 

needle complex is formed by over 20 different proteins, which consists of the base, needle , tip 
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complex and translocon.[4],[5]. The base is anchored to the bacterial outer and inner 

membrane[4]. The needle assembles in the intermembrane space between the bacteria and the 

host cell[4]. The tip caps the needle and provides the platform for the formation of the 

translocon[6]. The translocon forms a pore in the host cell membrane for the transport of 

virulence effector proteins[5].  

The tip complex deploys the assembly of the translocon proteins upon contact with the host 

cells. The tip complex in Pseudomonas aeruginosa is assembled by multiple copies of the tip 

protein, PcrV (294 residues). PcrV shows 30 percent sequence identity and 60 precent sequence 

similarity with its Yersinia homolog LcrV[7],suggesting that PcrV and LcrV have similar 

structures[8].  

Preceding the formation of the needle complex, in the bacterial cytosol, the tip protein PcrV, 

interacts with the tip chaperone protein, PcrG (98 residues)[9],[10],[11].Surface plasmon 

resonance(SPR) indicated that the PcrV- PcrG complex shows tight binding with a kd of 

26nM[3]. PcrG also interacts with PscO and PcrD to control the secretion of effector 

proteins[12]. NMR results indicated that that PcrG has two partially folded alpha helices (helix 

α1and helix α2) with no long-range distances between the helices (Figure 3-1) with fast 

nanoscale motions[3]. Structural prediction by computational modelling suggested that PcrG is a 

four helix bundle[13]. The Yersinia tip chaperone LcrG is predicted to form an alpha helical 

hairpin structure upon binding with LcrV, based on the structure of the N-terminal alpha hairpin 

domain of the Shigella tip protein IpaD[14]. PcrG is also hypothesized to have a similar coiled-

coil topology upon binding with PcrV. 
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Figure 4-1  Models of the open and closed conformations of PcrG. (A) A model of PcrG based 
on NMR shows 2 helices in PcrG (helix α1 and helix α2) that do not interact. (B) A model of  
PcrG-PcrV interaction shows PcrG forms an alpha-helical hairpin upon binding to PcrV.  (C)  EPR 
spin-spin interaction revealed a closed conformation of PcrG where helix α1 and helix α2 are close 
to each other by 10 Å. This is designated as the closed conformation of PcrG.  (D)  EPR of  
PcrG-PcrV interaction revealed that helix α1 and helix α2 of PcrG move farther apart upon binding 
to PcrV. This is designated the open conformation of PcrG. 
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The structural dynamics of PcrG shown by NMR[3] and the predicted alpha helical hairpin 

structure upon binding with PcrV[3],[13], led to our hypothesis that there could be a population 

of PcrG wherein helix α1 interacts with helix α2. The long-range distances estimated by NOE 

based NMR can detect distances up to 6Å[15]. For detecting long range distances greater than 

6Å, we used EPR spectroscopy.  MTSL spin probes were attached to helix α1and helix α2, and 

the EPR data was acquired from PcrG in its free form and when bound to the tip protein PcrV. 

Our EPR data showed a population of PcrG where the helices α1 and α2 are in close contact with 

a spin-spin distance of 10Å forming the closed conformation of PcrG. The predicted models of 

PcrG-PcrV complex  hypothesize that PcrG is alpha hairpin or a coiled-coil upon binding with 

PcrV[14]. Our EPR data shows that when PcrG is bound to PcrV, the distance between the helix 

α1 and helix α2 is higher than 25Å. Our EPR data provides additional insights into the different 

conformations of PcrG. 

 

4.3 Methods 

 

4.3.1 Protein expression and purification  

PcrG9-76 was used for biophysical characterization[3] instead of full length PcrG ,which 

aggregates in millimolar concentrations. PcrG9-76 is a shorter construct comprising residues 9-76 

and lacking the unstructured amino and carboxy termini. PcrG9-76 is used for the current EPR 

studies. This shorter construct had all the structured alpha helical regions of PcrG as the structure 

characterized by NMR[3]. Site directed mutagenesis by Quickchange (Stratagene) was used to 

introduce cysteine mutations in helix α1 and helix α2 to generate PcrG9-76 E20C and PcrG9-76 

E63C, respectively. The double cysteine mutant PcrG9-76 E20C/E63C was also generated by site 
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directed mutagenesis to test the interaction between helix α1 and α2. These PcrG9-76 constructs 

were expressed as fusion proteins (PcrG9-76-TEVprotease cleavage site-His6-GB1) in the plasmid 

pDZ3. After digestion with TEV protease, the used PcrG9-76 constructs contain 6 residues 

(ENLYFQ) the C-terminus as an artifact[3].  

Plasmids expressing PcrG9-76 constructs were transformed in E. coli BL21(DE3) DNAY and 

grown in a culture media supplemented by carbenicillin and kanamycin. A 20 ml TB overnight 

culture starter was used to inoculate 1L TB, and cells were grown at 37 oC in a shaker incubator. 

At A600 07-0.8, cells were induced with 1mM IPTG and the cell growth was continued at 25 oC 

for 4 hrs at a shaking speed of 120rpm. Cells were harvested at 4000 rpm by centrifugation (4000 

rpm, 2392´g, 12 min, 4 ºC) in 25 ml binding buffer with 600 μl 10 mM PMSF. The cells were 

sonicated for a total of 5 mins 20 sec using the sonication cycle of 2s pulse and 30s pulse off. 

The cell lysate was centrifuged at 13,000 rpm(13865´g) for 15 min at 4 oC. For the precipitation 

of nucleic acids in the supernatant a volume of 700 μl of 5 % PEI was added, followed by a 

centrifugation at 13,000 rpm for 15 mins and 4 oC. The supernatant was loaded in a 5 ml nickel 

column, followed by 3 (50 ml) washes of the binding buffer. The PcrG9-76 constructs eluted in 

the elution buffer. TEV protease (250 μl of 0.07 mM stock) was added, and the solution was 

dialyzed by at room temperature in 1 L.TEV buffer (100 mM Tris pH 8.0,0.5 mM EDTA,1 mM 

DTT, 100 mM NaCl) overnight. The proteins were further dialyzed in 1 L binding buffer for 4 

hrs and in 3 L binding buffer overnight. The TEV digests are loaded in a 5ml nickel column, the 

flow through was collected and followed by 3 washes in 50ml binding buffer. The PcrG9-76 

constructs appear in the flow through and the first wash, whereas the His6-GB1 tag appeared in 

the elution fraction. Purified proteins were dialyzed twice in 1 L EPR buffer (10 mM NaPO4, 
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10mM NaCl, pH 7.0), concentrated using Amicon 3k, and the protein concentration was 

estimated by absorbance at A280. 

PcrV (residues 25-294) was expressed as a fusion protein (His6-GB1-TEV protease cleavage 

site-PcrV) in pDZ1 was described previously[3].After TEV digestion, PcrV has a 3 residue 

(GHM) N-terminal cloning artifact. The purification of PcrV followed the same protocol as 

described above, except for the following modifications: after TEV digestion, the digest was 

loaded on a 5ml nickel column, the flow through was collected and followed by wash 1 in 50 ml 

binding buffer, wash 2 with 50 ml (20 mM Tris pH 8.0,500 mM NaCl, 25 mM Imidazole) and 

wash 3 with 50 ml (20 mM Tris pH 8.0,500 mM NaCl, 50 mM Imidazole). The fractions flow 

through, wash 1 and wash 2, the His6-GB1 tag was found in the elution fraction. 

 

4.3.2 Site directed spin labeling 

The PcrG 9-76 constructs were spin labeled with MTSL as described in Chapter 2.3.2 

 

4.3.3 Circular dichroism spectroscopy 

The CD spectra was acquired for the PcrG9-76 cysteine mutants along with spin labeled  

PcrG9-76 as described in Chapter 2.3.3. 

 

4.3.4 EPR spectroscopy 

The EPR data was acquired spin labeled PcrG9-76 constructs following similar protocols 

described in Chapter 2.3.4. 
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Figure 4-2.  Electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) to verify the attachment of 
MTSL label (A) PcrG 9-76 E20C (theoretical MW 8810.0 Da) with one MTSL spin-label (B) PcrG 
9-76 E63C (theoretical MW 8810.0 Da) with one MTSL spin-label (C) PcrG 9-76 E20C/E63C with 
two MTSL spin-labels (theoretical MW 8969.0 Da). 
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Figure 4-3.  CD spectroscopy of PcrG constructs used for EPR studies. (A) CD spectra of 
PcrG9-76 E20C before (solid line) and after (dashed line) (PcrG9-76 E20R1) attachment of MTSL. 
(B) CD spectra of PcrG9-76 E63C before (solid line) and after (PcrG9-76 E63R1) (dashed line) 
attachment of MTSL side chain R1 (C) CD spectra before (solid line)  
PcrG9-76 E20C/E63C and after attachment of MTSL side chain R1 (dashed line) (PcrG9-76 

E20R1/E63R1). 
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4.4 Results 

4.4.1 Protein expression and purification 

The site directed mutagenesis of PcrG9-76 led to the formation of PcrG9-76 E20C, PcrG9-76 

E63C, and PcrG9-76 E20C/E63C. The final concentrations of these constructs are in the range 

0.2-0.3mM with a similar expression and yield as PcrG9-76[3]. PcrV are purified under native 

conditions as mentioned in[3] with a final yield of ~0.6 mM. 

 

4.4.2 MTSL spin labeling of PcrG9-76 constructs verified by electrospray ionization mass 

spectrometry (ESI-MS) 

The theoretical mass of PcrG 9-76  E20C and PcrG 9-76  E63C is estimated to be 8626.0 Da 

using protparam server[18]. Site directed spin labeling (SDSL) added the MTSL side chain (R1) 

with an estimated mass in the range of 184-186 Da. Electrospray ionization (ESI) mass 

spectrometry showed that the addition of the R1 MTSL side chain to the cysteine residues of 

PcrG9-76 E20C and PcrG9-76 E63C increased the mass of the samples by 184 Da, resulting in the 

total mass of 8810 Da as shown in Fig 4-2 A-B. 

The protein sample PcrG9-76 E20C/E63C have two cysteine residues for spin labeling. The 

theoretical MW of PcrG9-76 E20C/E63C is estimated to be 8599 Da. After the addition of two R1 

spin-label side chains, the mass is estimated to be 8969 Da, increasing the mass of the protein 

sample by 370 Da as shown in Fig. 4-2C. 
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4.4.3 Circular dichroism spectroscopy shows no overall change in secondary structures of 

PcrG9-76 constructs 

The CD spectra acquired for the PcrG9-76 constructs used for EPR studies shows that the 

cysteine residue mutations did not change the overall secondary structure of PcrG9-76[3]. The 

constructs show a characteristic CD spectrum for alpha helical proteins[19], with  minima at 222 

nm and 208 nm. . The Molar Ellipticity ratio at 222nm and 208nm ( θ222/ θ208) for all the PcrG9-

76 constructs were in the range of 0.83-0.87, showing the alpha helices of the cysteine mutants are 

non-interacting. 

CD data also showed that addition of the MTSL spin labels have did not affect the secondary 

structures of PcrG9-76 . The MTSL spin labeled samples PcrG9-76 E20R1, PcrG9-76 E20R1, and 

PcrG9-76 E20R1/E63R1 had a θ222/ θ208 ratio of 0.89, 0.89, and 0.82, respectively, denoting that 

the MTSL side chain did not affect the overall secondary structure of PcrG9-76 constructs. 

 
4.4.4 Electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy shows different conformations of  

PcrG9-76 constructs 

EPR spectroscopy can detect long range contacts in low populated states. We used EPR 

spectroscopy to test the hypothesis that the helix α1 and helix α2 of PcrG interact with each 

other. For the EPR studies, the MTSL spin-label (R1) was covalently attached to the cysteine 

residue, as shown in Fig 4-4A. Three cysteine mutants of PcrG were spin labeled and used to 

study the interaction between helix α1 and helix α2 — (1) A cysteine point mutation engineered 

at helix α1 at position E20 of PcrG9-76 for single spin labeling. (2) A cysteine point mutation 

engineered at helix α2 (E63) of PcrG9-76 for single spin labeling. (3) PcrG9-76 engineered with a 

cysteine point mutation at residue E20 of helix α1 for spin labeling, followed by another cysteine 

point mutation at residue E63 of helix α2 for spin labeling. For EPR spectroscopy, the single spin 
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labeled constructs were used as control and the construct with two spin labels was used as the 

sample to detect the interaction between helix α1 and helix α2. 

The EPR spectra generated by single spin labeled PcrG9-76 E20R1 and PcrG9-76 E63R1 was 

added, resulting in the black control spectrum shown in Fig 4-4C. The red double labeled 

spectrum from PcrG9-76 E20R1/E63R1(Fig 4-4C) showed peak broadening and reduction in peak 

height, indicating short spin-spin distances. The distance between the two spin labels was 

estimated to be 10 Å. The EPR acquired by my collaborator showed that there is a population of 

PcrG where helix α1 and helix α2 are in close contact with each other. This spin-spin interaction 

was designated as the closed conformation of PcrG, as shown in Fig 4-4C. This EPR data was 

the first experimental data showing direct interaction between helix α1 and helix α2 of PcrG. 

EPR spectroscopy was also used to determine the spin-spin interaction between helix α1 and 

helix α2 of PcrG when it is bound to the tip protein PcrV. The previous PcrG constructs used for 

EPR studies were  complexed with unlabeled PcrV in a 1:1 molar ratio[3],[10] to determine the 

spin-spin distance between E20R1 and E63R1 of the PcrG9-76 E20R1/E63R1 construct. The 

additive spectrum of the two single labeled constructs — PcrG9-76 E20R1 complexed with PcrV 

and PcrG9-76 E63R1 complexed with PcrV served as the control. The EPR results showed that 

when PcrG is bound to PcrV, the helix α1 and helix α2 of PcrG do not show any short spin-spin 

distances. The EPR spectrum of double labeled construct, PcrG9-76 E20R1/E63R1bound to PcrV 

was identical to the control spectrum (black, Fig 4-5B), and the two spectra superimposed on 

each other. Our EPR results revealed that when PcrG is bound to PcrV, the spin-spin distance 

between helix α1 and helix α2 is greater than 25 Å. The increase in spin-spin distance between 

helix α1 and helix α2 of PcrG when bound to PcrV was designated as the open conformation of 

PcrG. 
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4.5 Discussion 

 

 EPR spectroscopy was used here to determine the different conformations of PcrG. PcrG 

plays an important role in the virulence of Pseudomonas aeruginosa as the chaperone to tip the 

protein PcrV and also as a regulator the transport of Pop effector proteins by interacting with 

PscO and PcrD[9]. The Yersinia T3SS has a protein homologous to PcrG known as LcrG. LcrG 

and PcrG form the family of tip chaperone proteins which are important for the transport of 

effector proteins in Pseudomonas aeruginosa  and in Yersinia pestis[9],[20].There are currently 

no high resolution structures of LcrG and PcrG. Structural predictions by computational 

modelling suggests that PcrG and LcrG exists as a four helical bundle and coiled-

coil[13],[21].The current data on the structures LcrG and PcrG comes from NMR spectroscopy, 

which shows that both LcrG and PcrG are partially folded alpha helical protein with fast 

nanoscale motions[3],[22].  

The NMR data shows that PcrG has two alpha helices that are connected by an unstructured 

linker regions, and that NOE-NMR data did not detect any long range interaction between helix 

α1 and helix α2[3]. The NMR data using 15N-labeled full-length PcrG (PcrGFL ,98 amino acids) 

yielded an NMR spectrum where the peaks were not well resolved and were overlapped. This 

could be due to the presence of disordered regions in PcrG[16]. To design a PcrG construct that 

will yield an ideal NMR spectrum, the program PSIPRED was used to predict the secondary 

structure of PcrG[16].The extreme N and C termini of PcrG were predicted by PSIPRED[17] to 

be random coils[16]. To remove the disordered terminal residues and include the structured 

regions of PcrG while maintaining the hydrophilic terminal residues for solubility, a PcrG 

construct was generated with residues Glu-9 to Ser-76 (PcrG9-76)[16]. Circular dichroism (CD) 
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spectra of PcrGFL and PcrG9-76 showed alpha helical content based on the minima at 222nm and a 

significant amount of disorder based on the predominant minima at. 208nm[3],[16]. The CD 

spectra confirmed that PcrGFL and PcrG9-76 have nearly identical secondary structures because 

their CD spectra were nearly superimposable[3],[16]. Thus, the PcrG9-76 truncation did not 

produce any appreciable changes to the secondary structure of PcrG[3],[16]. The SPR and NMR 

data of PcrG and PcrV interaction also showed that PcrGFL and PcrG9-76 bind similarly to 

PcrV[3],[16]. In other words, the truncation did not alter the ability of PcrG to bind to PcrV and 

PcrGFL and PcrG9-76 bound to identical residues of PcrV. The CD, SPR and NMR studies, shows 

that PcrG9-76 is structurally and functionally similar to PcrGFL and can used for generating 

cysteine mutations for EPR studies.  

Our EPR data shown here shows that there is a population of PcrG where the helix α1 and 

helix α2 are in close contact with each other. The spin-spin distance between the two helices is 

estimated to be 10 Å (Fig 4-1C), forming the closed conformation of PcrG. During the assembly 

of the needle complex, PcrG interacts with tip PcrV to maintain its structural integrity in the 

bacterial cytosol[9]. PcrG-PcrV form a tight binding complex[10],[11].The Yersinia homologs 

LcrV and LcrG also form a tight binding complex with nanomolar affinities[23]. Currently, there 

is no crystal structure of the PcrG-PcrV or the LcrG-LcrV complex. The model of interaction of  

the LcrG-LcrV complex  is derived by comparison of  the crystal structures of the following tip 

proteins Salmonella SipD, Shigella IpaD and Burkholderia BipD[24],[25],[26] to the crystal 

structure of  Yersinia LcrV[27], with shared structural features including a mixed α/β domain and 

a long central coiled-coil region. The crystal structures of SipD, IpaD and, BipD have an  

N-terminal alpha helical hairpin domain which is missing in LcrV. Comparing the crystal 

structures of tip proteins, LcrG is hypothesized to form an alpha hairpin when bound to LcrV and 
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interact with the long coiled-coil domain[14]. Based on functional homology with the Yersinia 

T3SS proteins, this hypothesis is also extended to the PcrG-PcrV complex. Our EPR data shows 

that when PcrG is bound to PcrV, the spin-spin distance between helix α1 and helix α2 is greater 

than 25 Å, forming an open conformation (Fig 4-1D). Our EPR suggests PcrG does not form an 

alpha hairpin when bound to PcrV. 

In conclusion, our EPR studies show the first direct experimental evidence that PcrG has 

different structural conformations in the free form and when bound to PcrV. PcrG in its free form 

has a closed conformation with a spin-spin distance of 10 Å. When PcrG is bound to PcrV, it 

forms an open conformation with a spin-spin distance greater than 25 Å. 
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Figure 4-4.  EPR reveals a closed conformation of PcrG. (A) MTSL spin-label as an amino acid 
side chain (R1). (B) The PcrG9-76 spin-labeled constructs used to determine the spin-spin 
interaction between helix α1 and helix α2. (C) EPR spectra of the spin-spin interaction of  
PcrG9-76 E20C and E63C. 
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Figure 4-5.  PcrG forms an open conformation upon binding with PcrV. (A) The PcrG9-76 

spin-labeled constructs used in complex with PcrV. (B) EPR spectra of the spin-spin interaction 
of PcrG9-76 E20C and E63C in complex with PcrV. 
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Chapter 5: Binding Affinity of the PcrG-PcrV Complex determined by FRET Spectroscopy 
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5.1 Abstract 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa, the major cause of lung infections among cystic fibrosis patients, 

assembles a protein nanoinjector of the Type III Secretion System (T3SS) to inject virulence 

effector proteins into their target host cells. The T3SS nanoinjector consists of the needle 

complex, chaperones, and effector proteins. The needle complex comprises of a base, a needle, a 

tip complex and a translocon. PcrG functions as the chaperone to the tip protein, PcrV in 

Pseudomonas. Previous NMR and SPR data showed that PcrG-PcrV complex has tight binding 

interaction. How PcrG-PcrV interact with each other is currently unknown. Here, I used Forster 

Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) to determine the mode of binding and the binding affinity of 

the PcrG-PcrV complex. To do FRET, I and my collaborators labeled PcrG9-76 A66C with the 

donor N-(1-Pyrene) Maleimide (PM), and we labeled PcrV V120C with the acceptor, 7-

Diethylamino-3-(4'-Maleimidylphenyl)-4-Methylcoumarin (CPM). We determined that the 

dissociation constant (kd) for the PcrG-PcrV complex to be 15 ± 2 nM. Our results shows that 

PcrG9-76 A66C binds to PcrV V120C. 

 

5.2 Introduction 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa is a Gram-negative bacterium frequently associated with the 

nosocomial infections in patients with cystic fibrosis, AIDS, pneumonia, cancer and other 

immunocompromised diseases with a mortality rate of 40% in case of acute infection[1],[2],[3]. 

The bacterium infects the host cell by deploying the Type III Secretion System (T3SS). T3SS 

consist of the needle complex, chaperones and effectors proteins[4],[5]. The needle complex is 

assembled by over 20 different proteins which form a base, a needle, a tip and a translocon[5]. 

The base is embedded in the inner and outer bacterial membrane and the needle protrudes from 
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the base forming the needle in the intermembranous space between the pathogen and the host 

cell[6]. The tip complex caps the needle and provides the platform the assembly of the 

translocon[7]. The pore formed by the translocon proteins in the host cell membrane transports 

virulent effector proteins for infection[4].  

The tip complex is an environmental sensor for the deployment of the translocon proteins 

when the bacteria come in contact with the host cell[8]. The T3SS genes are activated for 

initiating the assembly of the base, needle, and tip complex[9]. When the bacteria come in 

contact with the host cell membrane, it leads to translocon assembly for effector protein 

transport[5]. The Pseudomonas tip complex consists of 5 copies of the tip protein PcrV[10]. 

There are no high resolution structures of PcrV, however, an I-TASSER model[11] shows that 

PcrV has structural similarity with the Yersinia homolog LcrV[12]. 

PcrV forms a tight binding complex with the tip chaperone protein, PcrG which functions as 

a chaperone prior to the assembly of the needle complex[13],[14]. PcrG also regulates Pop 

effector secretion by interaction with the needle complex proteins PscO and PcrD[15].The 

structure of PcrG determined by NMR spectroscopy shows that PcrG is formed two partially 

folded alpha helices connected by an unstructured linker[16].  

Previous SPR data shows that PcrV binds to PcrG in a 1:1 molar ratio[16].There are no high 

resolution structures of the PcrG-PcrV interaction. The current knowledge of the PcrG-PcrV 

binding is derived from the hypothesis made for the Yersinia LcrG-LcrV complex, where LcrG 

is predicted to be a coiled-coil when bound to LcrV[17]. Previous NMR data also shows that 

PcrV induces a global change in the structure of PcrG, indicating that all the residues of PcrG are 

involved in binding interaction or show binding induced conformation changes[16]. My current 

EPR data has also revealed that the N-terminal and C-terminal helices of PcrG are at a spin-spin 
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distance greater than 25 Å, indicating that PcrG has an open conformation when bound to PcrV 

(Fig 4-5, Chapter 4). 

Based on the NMR data[16], my previous EPR data for the LcrV-LcrG interaction (Fig  

3-6, Chapter 3), and the conformational change of PcrG upon binding with PcrV (Fig 4-5, 

Chapter 4), I propose some possible models of PcrG-PcrV interaction (Fig 5-1) to be verified by 

FRET. For the donor and acceptor fluorophore attachment, I engineered cysteine mutation on the 

N-terminal helix (helix α1) and C-terminal helix (helix α2) of PcrG and the N-terminal domain 

of PcrV to determine the binding interaction of PcrG and PcrV. I collaborated with Dr. Mark 

Richter and Dr. Erik Holmstrom (University of Kansas) to acquire FRET data. Our FRET data 

shows that C-terminal PcrG construct PcrG9-76 A66C interacts with N-terminal domain of PcrV 

construct PcrV V120C with a dissociation constant (kd) of 15 ± 2 nM, showing tight binding 

interaction for PcrG-PcrV complex. 

 

5. 3 Methods 

 

5.3.1 Protein expression and purification 

Site directed mutagenesis by Quick Change (Stratagene) was used to introduce the following 

cysteine point mutations in PcrG9-76 — E20C, R24C, E63C, and A66C for the attachment of the 

donor fluorophores. Cysteine mutations were also introduced in PcrV to generate PcrV E76C and 

PcrV V120C for attaching the acceptor fluorophores. The PcrG and PcrV constructs were 

expressed and purified as described in Chapter 4.3.1. The purified proteins were dialyzed in 5L 

of Phosphate-Saline Buffer (PBS) pH 7.4, concentrated using Amicon 3k, and the protein 

concentration was estimated by absorbance at A280. 
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5.3.2 Labeling of donor and acceptor fluorophore 

The PcrG9-76 and PcrV constructs were in Phosphate-Buffer Saline (PBS), pH 7.4 with a 

concentration of 15uM each. A 50-fold-molar excess of Tris(2-carboxyethyl) phosphine 

hydrochloride (TCEP) was added and incubated for 2 hours to reduce disulfide bonds in the 

protein samples. After reduction, excess TCEP was removed by exchange using PD-10 desalting 

column before the labeling reaction. A 4-fold molar excess of the donor and acceptor 

fluorophore dyes were added to the PcrG and PcrV constructs, respectively. The labeling 

reaction proceeded for 4 hours at room temperature with rocking or intermittent light vortexing. 

The labeled proteins were separated from excess dyes by two consecutive PD-10 desalting 

column exchanges with PBS buffer. The spectrophotometer was used to identify dye-labeled 

proteins by the characteristic absorbance peak for the donor and the acceptor . The degree of 

labeling (DOL) was estimated by using the equation below[18]:  

DOL= (Amax * εprot)/(A280-Amax.CF280) *εmax 

Amax, the absorbance of the fluorophore at wavelength maxima, εprot, the molar extinction 

coefficient of the protein used for fluorophore labeling, A280, the absorbance of the protein used 

for fluorophore labeling, CF280 correction factor of the fluorophore at 280 nm, and εmax the molar 

extinction coefficient of the fluorophore. 
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5.3.3 Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) spectroscopy using FM and AF647 

The protein-protein interaction between Fluorescein C5 Maleimide (FM)-labeled PcrG9-76  

and LcrG7-73 constructs and Alexa Flour(AF)-647 labeled LcrV and PcrV constructs was 

determined using FRET. Emission spectra were collected between 500nm to 800 nm with an 

excitation wavelength of 492nm, the excitation and emission slit width of 5nm, and an 

integration time of 0.1seconds, using a Varian Cary Eclipse Fluorescence Spectrophotometer at 

25°C. 

 

5.3.4 Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) spectroscopy using CPM and EMAL 

FRET was used to determine protein-protein interaction between CPM-labeled PcrG9-76 

constructs and Eosin-5-Maleimide (EMAL)-labeled PcrV constructs. Emission spectra were 

collected between 400 nm to 600 nm with an excitation wavelength of 384nm, the excitation and 

emission slit width of 5nm, and an integration time of 0.1seconds, using a Varian Cary Eclipse 

Fluorescence Spectrophotometer at 25°C. 

 

5.3.5 Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) spectroscopy using PM and CPM 

PM-labeled PcrG9-76 constructs and CPM-labeled PcrV constructs were used to determine 

protein-protein interaction using FRET. Emission spectra were collected between 350 nm to 550 

nm with an excitation wavelength of 330 nm, the excitation and emission slit width of 5nm, and 

an integration time of 0.1seconds, using a Varian Cary Eclipse Fluorescence Spectrophotometer 

at 25°C. 
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5.3.6 Calculation of the dissociation constant (kd) 

The PcrG9-76-PM and PcrV-CPM binding curves were plotted using Mathematica 

programming suite and fitted in the following equation to calculated the kd[19],[20]. 

𝑌 = 𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 +
(𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 − 𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙)	𝐿 + 𝑅 + 𝑘𝑑 ± 4(𝐿 + 𝑅 + 𝑘𝑑)! − 4𝐿𝑅

2𝑅  

Where Y was the D/A ratio, L is the concertation of the PcrG9-76-PM, R was the concentration of 

the PcrV-CPM, and kd was the dissociation constant, initial was the efficiency of the D/A ratio 

in the absence of any interaction and final was D/A ratio when the all molecules are in a 

complex. 

 

5.4 Results 

 

5.4.1 Protein expression and purification  

The PcrG9-76 and PcrV cysteine mutants for fluorophore labeling were engineered using site 

directed mutagenesis and were expressed and purified under native conditions. The constructs 

showed similar expression and yield as PcrG9-76  and PcrV[16]. The final yield for the PcrG9-76 

constructs were ~ 0.1-0.25mM and the PcrV constructs had a final yield of ~ 0.6mM. 

 

5.4.2 Donor and acceptor fluorophore labeling 

The degree of labeling (DOL) of the donors-FM, CPM and PM labeled to PcrG9-76 and 

LcrG7-73 and the acceptors-AF-647, EMAL and CPM labeled to PcrV and LcrV proteins as been 

listed below in Table 5-1, 5-2 and 5-3.  
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5.4.3 FRET data acquired from Donor FM and Acceptor AF647  

Fluorescein C5 Maleimide (FM) was used as the donor to label PcrG9-76 E20C and PcrG9-76 

R24C. Alexa Fluor 647-C2-Maleimide (AF647) was used acceptor to label PcrV V120C[21]. 

The Ro value for the donor (FM) -acceptor (AF647) was estimated to be 56 Å. Based on the Ro 

value, this FRET pair could be used to determine the long-range distances between the donor 

labeled PcrG9-76 constructs and the acceptor labeled PcrV V120C construct. The concentration 

PcrG9-76 (labeled with the donor (FM)), and PcrV (labeled with the acceptor (AF-647)) was 

calculated to be 1μM. 

The results of the FRET data acquired as shown in Fig 5-2 A-B as the emission spectra of 

PcrG9-76 (labeled with the donor (FM)), the emission spectra of PcrV V120C (labeled with the 

acceptor (AF647)), and the emission spectra of the PcrG9-76 (labeled with the donor (FM)) – 

PcrV (labeled with the acceptor (AF647)) complex. The three emission spectra were obtained 

using an excitation wavelength of 492nm. The peak at 520nm is the emission maxima of the 

donor, whereas the peak at 667nm is the emission maxima of the acceptor. The red plot, served 

as control, was the sum of two spectra — the donor's emission spectrum and the acceptor's 

emission spectrum. Upon complex formation, the emission spectra in Fig 5-2 A-B (black) 

showed a decrease in intensity of the donor maxima but no increase in the acceptor maxima, 

denoting that there is no energy transfer between the donor and the acceptor, as shown in Table 

5-4. 

To verify the energy transfer between the donor (FM) and acceptor (AF647), I labeled the 

LcrG7-73 K28C with FM and LcrV Q37C with AF647. My EPR data for the LcrG-LcrV 
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interaction, as mentioned in Chapter 3.4.4, showed that MTSL labeled LcrG 7-73 K28C and LcrV 

Q37C were close upon complex formation. The results of the FRET data acquired for the  

LcrG7-73 K28C FM and LcrV Q37C AF647 show a decrease in the donor maxima but no increase 

in the acceptor maxima, as shown in Fig 5-3, indicating that there is no energy transfer. This 

FRET data suggested that LcrG7-73 K28C FM and LcrV Q37C AF647 do not interact, or these 

two residues are far apart when the complex is formed. Further analysis showed that the emission 

spectrum of the donor FM and excitation spectrum of the acceptor AF647 hardly show any 

spectral overlap, as shown in Fig 5-4, denoting low energy transfer between the donor and 

acceptor. So, this donor FM and acceptor AF647 pair could not be used to determine the 

interaction between PcrG and PcrV. 

 

5.4.4 Labeling with Donor CPM and Acceptor EMAL  

The dye 7-Diethylamino-3-(4'-Maleimidylphenyl)-4-Methylcoumarin (CPM) was used as the 

donor to label PcrG9-76 E20C, PcrG9-76 R24C, PcrG9-76 E63C, and PcrG9-76 A66C.  

Eosin-5-Maleimide (EMAL) was used acceptor to label PcrV V120C and PcrV E76C. The Ro 

value for the donor (CPM) -acceptor (EMAL) was estimated to be 45Å. The donor emission 

spectrum of CPM overlaps with the acceptor excitation spectrum of EMAL.  

 The results of the FRET data acquired as shown in Fig 5-5A-B, 5-6A-B are the emission 

spectra of PcrG9-76 (labeled with the donor (CPM)), the emission spectra of PcrV (labeled with 

the acceptor (EMAL)) and the emission spectra of the PcrG9-76 (labeled with the donor (CPM)) – 

PcrV (labeled with the acceptor (EMAL)) complex. The concentration PcrG9-76 (labeled with the 

donor (CPM)), and PcrV (labeled with the acceptor (EMAL)) was calculated to be 1μM. The 

three emission spectra were obtained using an excitation wavelength of 384nm. The peak at 
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460nm is the emission maxima of the donor, whereas the peak at 547nm is the emission maxima 

of the acceptor. The red plot, served as control, was the sum of two spectra — the donor's 

emission spectrum and the acceptor's emission spectrum. Upon complex formation, the emission 

spectra in Fig 5-5 A-B, 5-6 A-B (black) showed a decrease in intensities of the donor maxima 

and the acceptor maxima, denoting that there is no energy transfer between the donor and the 

acceptor, as shown in Table 5-5. This lack of energy transfer between the donor labeled PcrG9-76 

constructs and acceptor labeled PcrV constructs shows no interaction or these residues are far 

apart when the PcrG-PcrV complex is formed. This FRET pair did not show any energy transfer 

for the PcrG-PcrV interaction. 

 The Ro value of this FRET pair is beyond the range of the PcrG-PcrV interaction that I was 

trying to detect. Further analysis of the degree of labeling (DOL) of the donor and acceptor 

shown in Table 5-2, indicted that a few more rounds of PD-10 column exchanges are required to 

remove the unbound fluorophores. The labeling protocol for this donor-acceptor pair needs to be 

optimized for FRET. 

 

5.4.5 FRET shows PcrG9-76 A66C interacts with PcrV V120C 

Our previous EPR data acquired by my collaborator, Dr. Likai Song from Florida State 

University showed that in the case of the Yersinia LcrG-LcrV complex, LcrG did not form a 

coiled-coil when bound to LcrV[22] (Fig 3-6,Chapter 3). The EPR data acquired when PcrG is 

bound to PcrV showed the N-terminal (helix α1) and C-terminal (helix α2) had a spin-spin 

distance of more than 25 Å, which we designated as the open conformation of PcrG (Fig 4-5, 

Chapter 4). Based on our new EPR findings, I decided to determine the binding interaction of the 

PcrG-PcrV complex by FRET. For the FRET experiments, the PcrG9-76 constructs — E20C, 
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R24C, E63C, and A66C were labeled with the donor fluorophore (PM), and the PcrV constructs 

— PcrV E76C, and PcrV V120C were labeled with the acceptor fluorophore (CPM). The 

emission spectra acquired had donor and acceptor concentrations of 1μM each (Fig 5-12). 

The results of the FRET data acquired is shown in Fig 5-7 and Fig 5-8 as the emission 

spectra of PcrG9-76 (labeled with the donor (PM)), the emission spectra of PcrV (labeled with the 

acceptor (CPM)), and the emission spectra of the PcrG9-76 (labeled with the donor (PM)) – PcrV 

(labeled with the acceptor (CPM)) complex. The three emission spectra were obtained by using 

an excitation wavelength of 330 nm. The peaks at 375 nm and 395 nm are the emission maxima 

of the donor, whereas the peak at 460 nm is the emission maxima of the acceptor. The red plot, 

served as control, was the sum of two spectra — the emission spectrum of the donor and the 

emission spectrum of the acceptor. The black plot is the emission spectrum of the PcrG9-76 (PM)-

PcrV (CPM) complex. We observed a strong energy transfer for the complex formed by PcrG9-76 

A66 (PM) and PcrV V120 (CPM) as shown in Fig 5-7D. Upon complex formation of PcrG9-76 

A66C (PM) and PcrV V120C (CPM), the emission spectrum of the complex (black plot) showed 

decreased intensities of the donor peaks at 375 nm and 395 nm, followed by increased intensity 

of the acceptor peak at 460 nm. We did not observe energy transfer for the complexes formed by 

PcrG9-76 E20C, R24C or E63C(PM), and PcrV V120C (CPM) (Fig 5-7A-C). Upon complex 

formation of PcrG9-76 E20C, PcrG9-76 R24C or PcrG9-76 E63C (PM) and PcrV V120 (CPM), the 

emission spectrum of the complex (black plot) showed no decrease the intensities of the donor 

peaks at 375 nm and 395 nm or increase the acceptor peak at 460 nm. The results of Fig 5-7 

suggested that among the four residues of PcrG9-76 labeled with PM, PcrG9-76 A66C is closer to 

PcrV V120C CPM upon complex formation, than PM labeled PcrG9-76 E20C, R24C, or E63C.  
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Fig 5-8A-D shows no energy transfer between the complexes formed by PcrG9-76 E20C, 

PcrG9-76 R24C, PcrG9-76 E63C, or PcrG9-76 A66C (PM) with PcrV E76C (CPM). The emission 

spectra of PcrG9-76 E20C, PcrG9-76 R24C, PcrG9-76 E63C or PcrG9-76 A66C (PM), and PcrV E76C 

(CPM) complexes did not show a decrease in the donor peak intensities at 375 nm and 395 nm or 

an increase in the peak intensity of the acceptor at 460nm. The FRET data in Fig 5-8A-D shows 

that different constructs of PcrG9-76 labeled with PM were far in distance upon complex 

formation with PcrV E76C labeled with CPM. 

The relative intensities of the different PcrG9-76 constructs E20C, R24C, E63C, or A66C 

labeled with the donor (PM) and PcrV construct V120C labeled with the acceptor (CPM) is 

shown in Fig 5-9. The relative intensity was determined by comparing the normalized spectra of 

the different PcrG9-76 (PM)-PcrV (CPM) complexes. A normalized spectrum was obtained by 

dividing the intensities measured from the wavelength of 350 nm to 550 nm by the sum of all the 

intensities of the emission spectrum of the PcrG9-76 (PM)-PcrG (CPM) complex.  

The blue, red, green, and black plots depict the normalized curve from PcrG9-76 E20C,  

PcrG9-76 R24C, PcrG9-76 E63C, and PcrG9-76 A66C (PM) with two constructs of PcrV V120C (Fig 

5-9). The normalized emission spectra PcrG9-76 A66C (PM)-PcrV V120(CPM) had the lowest 

intensity for the donor maxima at 375 nm and 395 nm, and the highest intensity for the acceptor 

maxima at 460 nm, whereas the PcrG R24C (PM)-PcrV V120C (CPM) had the highest intensity 

for the donor maxima and the lowest intensity for the acceptor maxima, showing that the  

PcrG9-76 A66C (PM) is the closest, and PcrG9-76 R24C (PM) is the farthest from PcrV V120C 

(CPM). Fig 5-9B shows that PcrG9-76 E20C, PcrG9-76 R24C, and PcrG9-76 A66C (PM) were 

relatively far apart from PcrV E76C (CPM) or the PcrG 9-76 (PM) constructs did not bind to 

PcrV E76C (CPM).  
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Figure 5-1.  Proposed models of PcrG-PcrV interactions. (A) A proposed model showing 
interaction of N-terminal helix (helix α1) and C-terminal helix (helix α2) of PcrG with the  
N-terminal domain (NTD, shown in red) of PcrV. (B) A proposed interaction model of  
PcrG-PcrV showing that the N-terminal helix (helix α1) of PcrG interacts with the helices of the 
central coiled-coil (CC, shown in salmon) domain of PcrV whereas C-terminal (helix α2) interacts 
with helical region of N-terminal domain (NTD, red) of PcrV. (C) A Proposed model of PcrG-
PcrV interaction where the C-terminal helix (helix α2) of PcrG interacts with central coiled domain 
(CC, salmon) and the N-terminal helix (helix α1) of PcrG interacts with the N-terminal domain 
(NTD, red) of PcrV. (D) A proposed model of PcrG-PcrV interaction where the N-terminal (helix 
α1) and C-terminal (helix α2) of PcrG interacts with the N-terminal domain (NTD, red) of PcrV. 
The orientation of helix α1 and helix α2 is reversed compared to (A). 
The normalized emission spectra of PcrG9-76 R24C (PM)-PcrV E76C (CPM) had the lowest  
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The normalized emission spectra of PcrG9-76 R24C (PM)-PcrV E76C (CPM) had the lowest 

intensity at the donor maxima 375 nm and 395nm whereas PcrG9-76 A66C (PM)-PcrV E76C 

(CPM) had the highest intensity at the donor maxima. The normalized spectra of PcrG9-76 E20C 

(PM)-PcrV E76C (CPM), PcrG9-76 R24C (PM)-PcrV E76C (CPM) and PcrG9-76 E63C (PM)-

PcrV E76C (CPM) overlay on the acceptor maxima. The PcrG9-76 A66C (PM)-PcrV E76C 

(CPM) spectrum showed a decrease.  

 

5.4.4 PcrG9-76A66C forms a complex with PcrV V120C with a kd of 15±2 nM 

The FRET data from Fig. 5-2D shows that PcrG9-76 A66C PM is close to PcrV V120C CPM. 

Fig 5-10 and 5-11 show the complex formation of PcrG9-76 A66C PM -PcrV V120C CPM and 

the dissociation constant (kd) for this interaction. Fig 5-10A shows emission spectra acquired 

from the PcrG9-76 A66C PM -PcrV V120 CPM at decreasing concentrations of the donor labeled 

PcrG9-76 A66C and acceptor labeled PcrV V120C ranging from 0.75 uM to 0.73 nM. The 

normalized spectra of different emission spectra obtained from Fig 5-5A is shown in Fig 5-10B, 

the intensity at donor maxima 375nm and 395nm was higher than the acceptor maxima at 460nm 

at concentrations from 23.43 nM to 0.73nM, showing less energy transfer between the donor and 

acceptor. This denoted most of the PcrG9-76 A66C PM-PcrV V120C CPM complex had 

dissociated in solution. The complex dissociation is also verified by dividing the intensities of 

the PcrG9-76 A66C PM —PcrV V120 CPM spectrum at different concentrations by their 

corresponding intensity at the donor maxima, 375 nm. Fig 5-11A shows that from the 

concentration of 23.43 nM to 0.73 nM, the intensity ratio at the acceptor maxima,460nm, is less 

than one. This decrease in the acceptor to donor intensity ratio showed that the PcrG9-76 A66C 

PM and PcrV V120C CPM were monomeric and no longer forming a complex. 
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Table 5-1 Degree of labeling (DOL) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

Position of fluorophore 

Label 

Degree of Fluorophore 

Labeling 

(Moles of dye per molecule 

of protein) 

PcrG9-76  

E20C FM 1.03 

R24C FM 1.2 

PcrV  

V120C AF647 1.3 

LcrG7-73  

K28C FM 0.83 

LcrV  

Q37C AF647 0.76 
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Table 5-2 Degree of labeling (DOL) of PcrG9-76 and PcrV constructs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

Position of fluorophore Label 

Degree of Fluorophore Labeling 

(Moles of dye per molecule of 

protein) 

PcrG9-76  

E20C CPM 1.5 

R24C CPM 1.2 

E63C CPM 1.4 

A66C CPM 1.5 

PcrV  

E76C EMAL 2.3 

V120C EMAL 3.4 
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Table 5-3 Degree of labeling (DOL) of PcrG9-76 and PcrV constructs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

Position of fluorophore 

Label 

Degree of Fluorophore 

Labeling 

(Moles of dye per molecule 

of protein) 

PcrG9-76  

E20C PM 1.03 

R24C PM 0.75 

E63C PM 0.25 

A66C PM 0.48 

PcrV  

E76C CPM 0.93 

V120C CPM 1.2 
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Figure 5-2 PcrG9-76 FM constructs do not interact with PcrV V120C AF647. (A) The FRET 
data for PcrG9-76 E20C FM and PcrV V120C AF647. The red dashed line is the control spectrum-
sum of emission spectra of PcrG9-76 E20C labeled with FM and PcrV V120C labeled with AF647. 
The black spectrum is the emission spectrum of the complex PcrG9-76 E20C FM-PcrV V120C 
AF647. (B) The FRET data for PcrG9-76 R24C FM and PcrV V120C AF647. The red dashed line 
is the control spectrum-sum of emission spectra of PcrG9-76 R24C FM and PcrV V120C labeled 
with AF647. The black spectrum is the emission spectrum of the complex PcrG9-76 R24C FM-
PcrVV120C AF647. 
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Figure 5-3 LcrG7-73 K28C FM do not interact with LcrV Q37C AF647. The FRET data for  
LcrG7-73 K28C FM and LcrV Q37C AF647. The red dashed line is the control spectrum-sum of 
emission spectra of LcrG7-73 K28C FM and LcrV Q37C AF647. The black spectrum is the emission 
spectrum of the complex LcrG7-73 K28C FM-LcrV Q37C AF647.  
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Table 5-4 FRET data for FM and AF647 FRET pair  

Donor Acceptor FRET 

PcrG9-76 E20C FM PcrV V120C AF647 Not observed 

PcrG9-76 R24C FM  PcrV V120C AF647 Not observed 

LcrG7-73 K28C FM  LcrV Q37C AF647 Not Observed 
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Figure 5-4 Fluorescein (FM) emission spectrum and Alexa Flour 647 (AF 647) excitation 
spectrum show little overlap. The solid green spectrum is excitation spectrum of Fluorescein 
(FM). The dashed green spectrum is emission spectrum of Fluorescein (FM). The dashed maroon 
spectrum is excitation spectrum of AF674. The solid maroon spectrum is emission spectrum of 
AF674. Spectra analyzed using FPbase FRET calculator[23]. 
 
 
 
 

 

Donor Acceptor FRET 
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Figure 5-5 PcrG9-76 CPM constructs do not interact with PcrV E76C EMAL. (A) The FRET 
data for PcrG9-76 E20C CPM and PcrV E76C EMAL. The red dashed line is the control spectrum-
sum of emission spectra of PcrG9-76 E20C labeled with CPM and PcrV E76C labeled with EMAL. 
The black spectrum is the emission spectrum of the complex PcrG9-76 E20C CPM-PcrV E76C 
EMAL. (B) The FRET data for PcrG9-76 R24C FM and PcrV V120C AF647. The red dashed line 
is the control spectrum-sum of emission spectra of PcrG9-76 R24C CPM and PcrV E76C labeled 
with EMAL. The black spectrum is the emission spectrum of the complex PcrG9-76 R24C CPM-
PcrV E76C AF647. 
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Figure 5-6 PcrG9-76 CPM constructs do not interact with PcrV V120C EMAL. (A) The FRET 
data for PcrG9-76 E63C FM and PcrV V120C EMAL. The red dashed line is the control spectrum-
sum of emission spectra of PcrG9-76 E20C labeled with CPM and PcrV V120C labeled with EMAL. 
The black spectrum is the emission spectrum of the complex PcrG9-76 E20C CPM-PcrVV120C 
EMAL. (B) The FRET data for PcrG9-76 A66C CPM and PcrV V120C EMAL. The red dashed line 
is the control spectrum-sum of emission spectra of PcrG9-76 A66C CPM and PcrV V120C labeled 
with EMAL. The black spectrum is the emission spectrum of the complex PcrG9-76 R24C CPM-
PcrV V120C EMAL. 
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Table 5-5 FRET data for CPM and EMAL FRET pair 

  
Donor Acceptor FRET 

PcrG9-76 E20C CPM  PcrV E76C EMAL Not observed 

PcrG9-76 R24C CPM PcrV E76C EMAL Not observed 

PcrG9-76 E63C CPM PcrV V120C EMAL Not Observed 

PcrG9-76 A66C CPM PcrV V120C EMAL Not Observed 
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Figure 5-7.  PcrG9-76 A66C PM Interacts with PcrV V120C CPM. (A) The FRET data for  
PcrG9-76 E20C PM and PcrV V120C CPM. (B) The FRET data for PcrG9-76 R24C PM and PcrV 
V120C CPM. (C) The FRET data for PcrG9-76 E63C PM and PcrV V120C CPM. (D) The FRET 
data for PcrG9-76 A66C PM and PcrV V120C CPM. 
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Figure 5-8.  PcrG9-76 PM constructs do not interact with PcrV E76C CPM (A) The FRET data 
for PcrG9-76 E20C PM and PcrV E76C CPM. (B) The FRET data for PcrG9-76 R24C PM and PcrV 
E76C CPM. (C) The FRET data for PcrG9-76 E63C PM and PcrV E76C CPM. (D) The FRET data 
for PcrG9-76 A66C PM and PcrV E76C CPM. 
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The acceptor to donor intensity ratio of the different PcrG9-76 A66C PM-PcrV V120C CPM 

spectra was plotted against the concentration of PcrG or PcrV to determine the kd of this 

interaction. The kd of this interaction was determined to be 15±2 nM, as shown in Fig 5-11B by 

fitting the binding curve shown in the equation mentioned in the section 5.3.4. 

 

5.5 Discussion 

Our FRET data provides additional experimental evidence into the mode of binding 

interaction of the PcrG-PcrV complex. PcrG and PcrV are proteins of the T3SS required for the 

virulence of Pseudomonas aeruginosa[1]. PcrV, the tip protein forms a pentameric complex 

known the tip. The tip caps the intermembranous needle and provides a platform for the 

assembly of the translocon which forms a pore for the effector protein transport[24]. During the 

formation of  the needle complex PcrV interacts with PcrG, the tip chaperone protein  present in 

the bacterial cytosol[4]. PcrG also regulates  effector protein transport by interacting with 

Pseudomonas T3SS proteins PscO and PcrD[15]. 

Currently there are no atomic structures of the tip protein and tip chaperone protein complex. 

Computational studies have predicted that PcrG has a coiled-coil conformation when bound to 

PcrV[25]. Studies by other groups[17] have predicted that the Yersinia tip chaperone, LcrG has 

an alpha hairpin structure. This hypothesis compares the crystal structures of tip proteins — 

Salmonella SipD, Shigella IpaD, and Burkholderia BipD with the crystal structure of Yersinia 

LcrV[17]The crystal structure of LcrV lacks an N-terminal alpha hairpin structure that functions 

as a self-chaperone for tip proteins — SipD, IpaD, and BipD[26],[27],[28]. The N-terminal alpha 

helical hairpin interacts with the central coiled-coil domain of the tip proteins. Based on this 

comparison, LcrG is hypothesized to form an alpha helical hairpin structure when bound to 
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LcrV. The structural and functional similarity of Yersinia T3SS proteins with Pseudomonas 

T3SS proteins extends this hypothesis to the PcrG-PcrV complex. 

Results of EPR spectroscopy suggested that the N-terminal and C-terminal helices of LcrG 

are at a distance of  more than 25 Å from each other, suggesting that LcrG has an open 

conformation when bound to LcrV (Fig 2-6 ,Chapter 2)[22]. The EPR data for the interaction of 

spin labeled LcrG and LcrV also shows a model where LcrG interacts uniquely to the different 

regions of the N-terminal domain of LcrV, further confirming the open conformation of LcrG 

when bound to LcrV[22](Fig 3-9, Chapter 3). 

Our previous NMR data has shown that the overall structure of Pseudomonas PcrG undergoes a 

global change upon binding with PcrV[16]. Previous SPR and yeast-two hybrid data also show 

that PcrG interacts with PcrV with a molar ratio of 1:1[13],[16]. Recent findings from our EPR 

data (Fig.4-5, Chapter 4) show that as the N-terminal and C-terminal of PcrG have a spin-spin 

distance greater than 25 Å when bound to PcrV suggesting that PcrG has an open conformation 

when bound to PcrV. 

I proposed several models of PcrG-PcrV interaction (Fig 5-1A-D) and these models were 

verified by FRET. The cysteine mutations designed for the FRET studies were guided by the 

EPR data of LcrG-LcrV interaction (Fig 3-9 Chapter 3), NMR data of PcrG[16], and EPR data 

showing the different conformations PcrG (Fig.4-4and Fig 4-5, Chapter 4). The PcrG 9-76 

construct, which consists of the helical regions of PcrG is selected for designing cysteine 

mutations for donor (PM) fluorophore attachment in the N-terminal helix (helix α1) — PcrG9-76 

E20C and PcrG9-76 R24C, and the C-terminal helix (helix α2) — PcrG9-76 E63C and PcrG9-76 

A66C (Fig 5-12).  
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Figure 5-9.  PcrG9-76 A66C PM is closer to PcrV V120C CPM (A) Relative distance of  
PcrG9-76 constructs from PcrV V120C. (B) Relative distance of PcrG9-76 constructs from PcrV 
E76C. 
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Figure 5-10.  PcrG9-76 A66C PM binds to PcrV V120C CPM. (A) FRET data of PcrG9-76 A66C 
PM and PcrV V120C CPM acquired at decreasing concentrations donor and acceptor to determine 
the concentration at which the complex dissociates. (B) Normalized curve of PcrG9-76 A66C PM 
and PcrV V120C CPM interaction. 
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Figure 5-11.  PcrG9-76 A66C PM forms a complex with PcrV V120C. (A) Normalized curve of 
PcrG9-76 A66C PM and PcrV V120C CPM with donor maxima =1 (B) Data fitting of PcrG9-76 

A66C and PcrV V120C shows binding with kd= 15± 2 nM. 
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The two residues E76 and V120 selected for cysteine mutations in the N-terminal domain of 

PcrV with a Cα-Cα distance of 22 Å, which would separate the residues for studying the 

interaction between PcrG and PcrV as shown in Fig 5-13B. 

The FRET spectra obtained from a donor (PM) labeled PcrG9-76 constructs and acceptor (CPM) 

labeled PcrV constructs show that the complex formed by the donor (PM) labeled PcrG9-76 A66C 

and acceptor (CPM) labeled PcrV V120C showed energy transfer. The donor maxima at 375 nm 

and 395 nm in the black FRET spectrum shows a decrease in intensity compared to the control 

spectrum (red, Fig 5-8D). In contrast, the intensity of the acceptor maxima increases in the FRET 

spectrum (black, Fig 5-8D) compared to the red control spectrum. This energy transfer confirms 

the proximity of the donor and acceptor in the PcrG-PcrV complex, as shown by the cartoon model 

in Fig 5-13B. This interaction has a dissociation constant (kd) of 15± 2 nM (Fig 5-11B). 

The FRET spectra acquired from the seven remaining complexes do not show any change in 

energy transfer compared to the control (Fig 5-7 A-C, Fig 5-8 A-D). This data suggests that when 

the PcrG-PcrV complex is formed, the PcrG9-76 donor (PM) and PcrV acceptor (CPM) labeled 

residues are far apart, or the fluorophore attachment to PcrG and PcrV disrupted complex 

formation. 

In summary, my FRET provides additional insight into the binding interaction of the  

PcrG-PcrV complex. 
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Figure 5-12.  Summary of PcrG9-76 and PcrV proteins for the FRET studies. (A) PcrG9-76 
A66C PM and PcrV V120C CPM show strong energy transfer. (B) PcrG9-76 donor (PM) and PcrV 
acceptor (CPM) constructs showing no energy transfer. PcrG9-76 construct depicted with two 
helices α1 and α2 as cylinders (blue) labeled with donor PM, shown as white spheres. PcrV is 
depicted as an oblong circle (salmon) labeled with acceptor CPM shown as yellow spheres. 
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Figure 5-13.  Final model of PcrG-PcrV interaction derived from EPR and FRET data. 
I-TASSER model of PcrV containing the N-terminal domain (NTD, red), α/β mixed region (green) 
and central coiled-coil domain(salmon). (A) Model of PcrV with a Cα-Cα distance between E76 
and V120 calculated as 22 Å. (B) Cartoon of PcrG9-76 A66C PM-PcrV V12C CPM interaction 
showing that helix α2 of PcrG9-76 interacts with N-terminal domain (NTD) (red) domain of PcrV). 
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Chapter 6: Small Molecule interaction with Yersinia tip protein LcrV determined by NMR 

Spectroscopy 
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6.1 Abstract 

The rise in antibiotic resistance among different bacterial species requires the discovery of 

novel antimicrobials. Yersinia pestis is a Gram-negative bacterium, which causes bubonic 

plague. Yersinia uses the T3SS to inject virulence effector proteins into its target host cells. The 

Yersinia tip protein LcrV is essential for virulence and can be a potential target for developing 

antimicrobials. For antimicrobial development, it is important to identify small molecules that 

can bind to LcrV. The screening of two libraries of 544 fragments using surface plasmon 

resonance (SPR) identified 3 compounds that could potentially bind to LcrV. The three 

compounds are the following — 2-(benzylsulfinyl) benzoic acid (BSBA), (3aR,7aS)-6-(6-

ethoxypyridin-3-yl)-2,2-dimethyl-3a,4,5,7a-tetrahydro-2H-1,3-benzodioxol-5-one (EDTBO) and 

2-(pyridin-2-yl) ethan-1-ol (PE).  I used Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy to 

identify the binding regions of BSBA in LcrV. This study identifies a new small molecule which 

binds to the Yersinia tip protein LcrV. 

 

6.2 Introduction 

Yersinia pestis is a pathogenic bacterium that is the main causative agent of bubonic 

plague[1]. Gram-negative bacteria such as Salmonella, Shigella, Burkholderia ,Yersinia, and 

Pseudomonas use the T3SS to assemble a nanoinjector for the transport of virulence effector 

proteins that cause infection in the host cell[2],[3]. Antibacterial resistance among 

pathogens[4],[5] has necessitated the need for the developing new alternate microbial targets. 

The T3SS is an attractive target for developing new antimicrobials because of its essential role in 

virulence, its exposure to the bacterial surface, and its presence only among pathogens[6]. 
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The T3SS is used to inject virulence effector proteins into the host cells to manipulate the 

host signaling pathways for the survival and propagation of the bacteria.[2],[6]. The structural 

component of the T3SS is an assemblage of over 20 different proteins known as the needle 

complex[6], which comprises the base, needle, tip complex, and translocon. The base is anchored 

to the bacterial inner and outer membrane[3].The needle is assembled in the intermembranous 

space between the bacteria and the host cell[2]. The needle is capped by the tip complex, which 

provides the platform for the assembly of the translocon proteins[2]. The translocon proteins 

assemble to form a pore in the host cell membrane for the transport of virulent effector to the 

host cells for infection[2]. In Yersinia, the tip complex is formed by the assemblage of multiple 

copies of the tip protein, LcrV[7]. When the bacteria come in contact with the host cells, the tip 

complex acts as an environmental sensor for the deployment of the translocon proteins to form a 

pore for the passage of virulent effector proteins to the host cell for infection[2],[6]. The crystal 

structure of LcrV consists of an N-terminal domain, a mixed α/β region, and a central coiled 

domain[8]. 

LcrV is a potential candidate for active and passive immunization against V-proteins for 

providing high level protection against the T3SS mediated pathogen Yersinia pestis 

infections[9],[10]. New small molecules have also been discovered which inhibit the virulence of 

Yersinia pestis. Although these compounds inhibit the T3SS of Yersinia, their specific targets 

and mechanism of binding remain unknown[11],[12],[13],[14]. In collaboration with the Center 

of Biomedical Research Excellence in Protein Structure and Function at the University of 

Kansas, my collaborator, Anne Cooper used surface plasmon resonance (SPR) based fragment 

screening using the Aube 440 and Aube 104 small molecule libraries to identify new small 

molecules which bind to LcrV. The interaction surface of the small molecule BSBA on LcrV 
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was determined by NMR spectroscopy. NMR shows the ligand binding surfaces of LcrV, which 

could be potential targets for new developing new antimicrobials. 

 

6.3 Methods 

 

6.3.1 Expression and purification of LcrV 

The cloning, expression and purification of LcrV (residues 28-322) has been previously 

described[8]. The plasmid containing LcrV was transformed in E. coli BL21(DE3) DNAY and 

grown in a culture medium supplemented with carbenicillin and kanamycin. Unlabeled LcrV 

was grown in 1L TB for SPR screening. Protein for NMR spectroscopy were simultaneously 

labeled with 15N and ILV (the methyl groups isoleucine, leucine and valine) by growing cells in 

M9 minimal media supplemented with 3g/L of glucose and 1g/L 15N-ammonium chloride 

(Sigma)[6]. Cells were grown at 37 oC and 200 rpm in a shaker incubator till O.D.600 ~0.4 at 

which point the media was supplemented with 60 mg/L of 2-ketobutyricacid-4-13C sodium salt 

hydrate (#571342, Sigma) to label the Cδ1 of isoleucine and 100 mg/L of 2-keto-3-(methyl-13C)-

butyric-4-13C acid sodium salt (#571334, Sigma) to label Cδ1 of leucine and Cψ valine methyl 

groups. At O.D.600 0.8 the cells were induced with 1mM isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside 

(IPTG) and cell growth was continued overnight at 15 oC to a final O.D.600 ~2.8-3.0. 

Cells were harvested by centrifugation (4000 rpm, 2392´g, 12 min, 4 ºC). The cell pellet was 

resuspended in 40 mL binding buffer (20mM Tris pH 8.0, 500 mM NaCl, 5mM imidazole) with 

600 μL 10 mM PMSF. The resuspended cells were sonicated for a total of 5 min 20 sec using a 

sonication cycle of 2 s pulse on and 30 s pulse off.  The cell lysate was centrifuged at 13,000 rpm 

(13865´g in a Beckman JA-25.50 rotor) for 15 min at 4oC. To the supernatant was added to 700 
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μl of 5% PEI to precipitate nucleic acids, followed by centrifugation at 13,000 rpm (13865´g) 

for 15 min at 4oC. The supernatant was loaded into a 5 mL nickel column, followed by three 

washes using 50 mL binding buffer. The protein eluted in 50 mL elution buffer (20 mM Tris pH 

8.0, 500 mM NaCl, 250 mM imidazole). TEV protease (250 uL of 0.07 mM stock) was added, 

and the sample was dialyzed at room temperature in 1 L TEV buffer (50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 0.5 

mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT, 100 mM NaCl) overnight, followed by further dialysis in 1L binding 

buffer for 4 hrs and in 2 L binding buffer overnight. The digest was loaded on a 10 ml nickel 

column, the flow through was collected and followed by wash 1 in 50 ml binding buffer, wash 2 

with 50 ml (20mM Tris pH 8.0, 500 mM NaCl, 25 mM Imidazole) and wash 3 (20mM Tris pH 

8.0, 500 mM NaCl, 50 mM Imidazole). LcrV appeared in the fractions flow through, wash 1 and 

wash 2, whereas the His6-GB1 tag appeared in the elution fraction. 

The purified proteins were dialyzed in 1L 1X Phosphate-Saline Buffer (PBS) pH 7.4 for SPR 

screening or in 1L NMR Buffer (20mM NaCl,10mM NaPO4) for NMR spectroscopy. The 

proteins were concentrated using Amicon Ultra 10X centrifugal filter (Millipore) and the 

concentration at was determined by A280[8]. 

 

6.3.2 SPR screening of Aube 440 and Aube 104 small molecule libraries 

The surface resonance plasmon (SPR) screening of small molecule libraries Aube 440 and 

Aube110 was done in collaboration with the Center of Biomedical Research Excellence in 

Protein Structure and Function at the University of Kansas as described previously[6]. LcrV was 

covalently immobilized to the CM5 sensor chip surface (GE Healthcare, #BR100399) by 

standard amine coupling chemistry using the amine coupling kit (GE Healthcare #BR-1106-33) 

in the running buffer 1X PBS. The small molecule fragments were injected for 60 sec at a flow 
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rate of 60 μL/min followed by a dissociation period of an additional 60 sec. The unbound 

fragments were washed with a 1:1 solution of DMSO-water[15]. 

 

6.3.3 NMR spectroscopy 

NMR data was acquired at 30 oC using a Bruker Avance 800 MHz spectrophotometer at 

equipped with a cryogenic triple probe, processed using NMRPipe[16] and analyzed using 

NMRView[17].Typical 2D 1H–15N TROSY acquisition parameters were 16 scans at 30 ppm 15N 

sweep width centered at 118 ppm, whereas typical 2D 1H–13C HSQC acquisition 

parameters for ILV-labeled samples were 8 scans, 18 ppm 13C sweep width centered at 18 ppm 

and 10 ppm 1H sweep width centered at 4.69 ppm[6]. 

For NMR titrations, the compound was dissolved in 100% d6-DMSO from Cambridge 

Isotope Laboratories (CIL). The 2D 1H-13C HSQC and 1H-15N TROSY spectra were acquired on 

0.3 mM of 15N/ILV-labeled LcrV titrated with increasing molar concentrations of the compound 

for mapping the ILV and 15N chemical shifts. All the titrated samples contain 2% (v/v) d6-DMSO 

and 10% D2O. The chemical shift deviations were calculated for ILV titrations using this 

formula:  

0.5[ΔδH
2 + (ΔδC

2/4]1/2[18]. 
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Figure 6-1. Structures of the fragment hits from SPR screening. SPR screening identified that 
(A) 2-(benzylsulfinyl) benzoic acid (BSBA), (B) (3aR,7aS)-6-(6-ethoxypyridin-3-yl)-2,2-
dimethyl-3a,4,5,7a-tetrahydro-2H-1,3-benzodioxol-5-one (EDTBO), and (C) 2-(pyridin-2-yl) 
ethan-1-ol (PE) bound to LcrV. Structures were draw using ChemDraw. 
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Figure 6-2.  SPR screening results of LcrV. SPR sensorgrams displaying the binding of LcrV 
to(A) 2-(benzylsulfinyl) benzoic acid (BSBA), (B) (3aR,7aS)-6-(6-ethoxypyridin-3-yl)-2,2-
dimethyl-3a,4,5,7a-tetrahydro-2H-1,3-benzodioxol-5-one (EDTBO), and (C) 2-(pyridin-2-yl) 
ethan-1-ol (PE). SPR screening done by Anne Cooper. 
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6.4 Results  

 

6.4.1 Expression and purification of LcrV 

The expression and purification generated millimolar concentrations of unlabeled and 

isotopic 15N/ILV labeled LcrV as described previously[8]. The final yield of the protein is  

~0.5 mM. The high solubility of LcrV facilitates the SPR screening and the NMR 

characterization of binding surfaces. 

 

6.4.2 Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) screening of Aube 104 and Aube 110 pibraries  

SPR screening of the Aube 104 and Aube 440 identified three small-molecule fragments 

which bound to LcrV (Fig 6-2). The fragments had benzene (Fig6-1A) and pyridine scaffolds 

(Fig 6-1B-C).  

 

6.4.3 NMR titration of LcrV and 2-(benzylsulfinyl) benzoic acid (BSBA) to determine binding 

surfaces 

The binding site of BSBA on LcrV was determined by the ILV and 15N-labeled LcrV 

titration of increasing concentrations of BSBA at molar ratios of 1:0, 1:4, 1:8, and 1:16. 

Simultaneous ILV and 15N labeling of LcrV enabled titration to be monitored with two different 

probes[19]. 2D 1H-13C HSQC spectra were acquired for various titration points to observe the 

effect of BSBA on the ILV methyl resonances of LcrV (Fig. 6-3A), and 2D 1H-15N TROSY 

spectra were acquired to study the effect of BSBA on the 15N backbone amides of LcrV (Fig. 6-

3B). The ILV and amide-based titrations showed concentration dependent changes in the peak 

positions for the affected LcrV residues at G87, G88, T127, L137, L178, G228, and G240  
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(Fig. 6-3C-D), indicating the interaction to be in fast exchange of NMR timescale. 

The LcrV/BSBA interaction interface was mapped by calculating the weighted chemical shift 

deviation (CSD) for the non-overlapped ILV (Fig 6-4 A) peaks of LcrV. Residues that displayed 

significant CSD (average plus a standard deviation) were L136 and L178. The ILV titrations and 

backbone amide titrations results indicated that the affected residues map on the bottom of the  

N-terminal globular domain, top of the central coiled-coil, and the turns of the α/β domain of 

LcrV (Fig 6-4B). 

 

6.5 Discussion 

LcrV is an essential virulence factor in Yersinia pestis that is indispensable for the proper 

assembly and functioning of the T3SS[1]. The exposure of LcrV to the bacterial surface makes it 

an attractive target for developing new antimicrobials. Here we identified new small molecules 

from the Aube 104 and Aube 440 libraries that showed binding to LcrV which could be used as 

scaffolds for developing new antimicrobials. 

The Aube 104 library consists of 104 small molecules, which are found in substructures of known 

antibiotics and the Aube-440 consists of 440 small molecules that are derived as intermediates in 

synthesis of drug-like candidates. Results of SPR screening of these libraries showed that LcrV bound to 

only 3 compounds— 2-(benzylsulfinyl) benzoic acid (BSBA), (3aR,7aS)-6-(6-ethoxypyridin-3-

yl)-2,2-dimethyl-3a,4,5,7a-tetrahydro-2H-1,3-benzodioxol-5-one (EDTBO) and 2-(pyridin-2-yl) 

ethan-1-ol (PE) in the Aube 440 library. These compounds are derivatives of benzene and 

pyridine scaffolds. Previous screening with the Zenobia library showed that LcrV binds to 

similar scaffolds[19], suggesting that these scaffolds are important for binding with LcrV. 

We characterize the interaction of LcrV with BSBA by NMR spectroscopy. The chemical 

perturbations in the ILV and amide-based titrations show that BSBA binds to the bottom of the 
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N-terminal domain, top of the central coiled-coil, and the turns of the α/β mixed domain of LcrV 

(Fig 6-4B). Since chemical shift perturbations can occur because of direct and indirect structural 

and dynamic effects, the affected surfaces of LcrV could also be a result of conformational 

changes induced upon the binding of BSBA. Previous NMR based characterization of small 

molecules from the Zenobia library also shows LcrV binds to small molecules primarily at the 

bottom of the N-terminal domain[19]. The combination of the BSBA and Zenobia small 

molecule library screening data implies that the surface near the bottom of the N-terminal 

domain of LcrV is a hotspot for binding small molecule fragments. The N-terminal domain of 

LcrV forms the basal structure of the tip complex which interacts with needle, YscF[20] .  

Additionally, the N-terminal domain has also been recognized to determine the efficiency of pore 

formation by acting as an assembly platform for the functional insertion of translocators into the 

host cell membrane[21]. Our recent EPR spectroscopy data also shows that the N-terminal 

domain of LcrV binds to the tip protein chaperone LcrG (Fig 3-9, Chapter 3). Given these 

significant roles of the N-terminal domain of LcrV, the small molecule BSBA binds biologically 

relevant site which could be exploited to disrupt the assembly of the Yersinia T3SS. 

In summary, we identified a new small molecule that binds to LcrV. This small molecule can 

act as a starting point for creating new compounds which could be used to develop a new class of 

antimicrobials. 
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Figure 6-3.  ILV and 15N NMR titrations of LcrV with ΒSBA. (A) 2D 1H-13C HSQC spectra, 
and (B) 2D 1H-15N TROSY spectra of ILV and 15N-labeled of LcrV titrated with increasing 
molar ratios of BSBA. Expanded sections of selected LcrV residues affected by the interaction 
with BSBA in (C) ILV and (D) 15N NMR titrations. 
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Figure 6-4.  Analysis of the LcrV-BSBA interaction. (A) Plot of weighted chemical shift 
deviation from ILV. Grey and red lines correspond to the means and one standard deviation(1σ) 
from the mean, respectively. (B) LcrV residues affected by the binding of BSBA.  
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7.1 Overview 

The T3SS is essential for the pathogenesis of Gram-negative bacteria to cause infection in 

eukaryotic host cells[1],[2]. The T3SS consists of the needle complex, chaperone and effector 

proteins[3],[4],[5]. The needle complex is a macromolecular assemblage of over 20 different 

proteins consisting of the base, needle, tip complex, and translocon[3],[6]. The base is anchored to 

the inner and outer membrane of the bacteria. The needle protruding from the base forms a long 

filament in the intermembranous space between the bacteria and the host cell[3],[7]. The needle is 

capped by the tip complex which provides a platform for the assembly of the translocon[3],[7]. 

The tip complex is formed by the assembly of multiple copies of the tip protein[8]. The translocon 

assembles to form a pore through which virulence effector proteins are secreted into the host cell 

cytoplasm[3](Fig 1-1,Chapter 1). The chaperones present in the bacterial cytosol regulate the 

secretion of the effectors and other components of the T3SS[6],[8] (Fig 1-1, Chapter1-1).  

The Yersinia pestis tip protein LcrV and the tip protein PcrV in Pseudomonas aeruginosa 

interacts with their cognate tip protein chaperones Yersinia LcrG and Pseudomonas PcrG in the 

bacterial cytosol during the assembly of the needle complex. There are no high resolution 

structures of the tip chaperone proteins and the structures characterized by NMR spectroscopy 

show that the tip chaperone proteins LcrG and PcrG are partially folded alpha helices[9],[10]. 

Computational modeling predicts that LcrG exists as a coiled coil[11] and PcrG as a four helix 

bundle[12]. The first aim of my dissertation was to detect the populations of LcrG and PcrG which 

may have tertiary contacts and also provide additional insight to conformational changes in the 

structures of LcrG and PcrG when they are bound to their cognate tip proteins LcrV and PcrV. To 

achieve this aim, I used EPR spectroscopy in collaboration with Dr. Likai Song from Florida State 

University. 
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The interaction between the tip and tip chaperone protein is poorly characterized. The current 

knowledge of this interaction predicts that the tip protein chaperones will form an alpha helical 

hairpin and interact with the central coiled-coil domain of the tip proteins  

(Fig 1-2,Chapter 1)[13],[14]. The previous NMR data shows that binding of the Yersinia tip 

chaperone induces chemical perturbations of the residues found in the N-terminal globular 

domain, the central coiled-coiled domain, and the mixed α/β domain suggesting that the overall 

structure is affected by the binding of LcrG[9],[15]. The NMR data of the PcrG-PcrV interaction 

shows that the binding of PcrV induces a global structural change in PcrG[10]. The second aim 

of my dissertation was investigating the binding interactions of Yersinia LcrV and LcrG using 

EPR spectroscopy and the binding interaction of Pseudomonas PcrG-PcrV using FRET 

spectroscopy in collaboration with Dr. Mark Richter and Dr. Erik Holmstrom from the 

University of Kansas. 

The T3SS is crucial for virulence and it is highly conserved and surface exposed among 

different Gram-negative pathogenic bacteria. The disruption of the various protein-protein 

interactions in the needle complex is an attractive target for the development of new 

antimicrobials. In this dissertation I have identified new small molecules that bind to the Yersinia 

tip protein LcrV by SPR and NMR spectroscopy. These new small molecules can be used as lead 

compounds in the drug design of new inhibitors of T3SS. 
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7.2 Different Structural Conformations of Yersinia LcrG and Pseudomonas PcrG  

 

7.2.1 Key findings 

The EPR studies[16] of the different conformations of LcrG and PcrG are described in 

Chapter 2 and Chapter 4. The results of the EPR data for LcrG shows that when LcrG is in the 

free form, the N-terminal helix (helix α1) and the C-terminal helix (helix α3) have a spin-spin 

distance of 9 Å (Fig 7-1A) suggesting that the spin labeled helices form a closed conformation. 

The EPR data of LcrV bound to spin labeled LcrG shows the spin labeled helices have a distance 

greater than 25 Å suggesting the two helices form an open conformation as shown in Fig 7-1B. 

The results of the EPR studies of PcrG also shows that in the free form PcrG exists in a 

closed conformation with a spin-spin distance of 10 Å (Fig 7-1C) and when bound to PcrV, the 

spin-spin interaction disappears and the distance between helices N-terminal helix (helix α1) and 

C-terminal helix (helix α2) is greater than 25 Å forming an open conformation as shown in Fig 

7-1D.  

In my dissertation I have reported the first experimental evidence suggesting that LcrG and 

PcrG have drastically different conformations in their free form and when bound to their binding 

partners LcrV and PcrV.  

 

7.2.2 Future directions 

The results of the EPR spectroscopy of LcrG and PcrG show that the distance information 

was obtained from one double spin labeled sample — LcrG C34R1/D65R1 and PcrG9-76 

E20R1/E63R1. Site directed mutagenesis has to be used to design new constructs for double spin 
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labeling in N-terminal and C-terminal helices of LcrG and PcrG for acquiring more spin-spin 

distances between the two helices using EPR.  

The spin-spin distance between the N-terminal and C-terminal helices of LcrG and PcrG 

when bound to their cognate binding partners LcrV and PcrV could not be detected by the EPR 

spectroscopy technique used for the studies in Chapter 2 and Chapter 4. Alternatively, the EPR 

techniques like double electron-electron resonance (DEER) and pulsed electron double 

resonance (PELDOR) can be used instead as these techniques can detect longer spin-spin 

distances up to 4nm[17]. In the future, the acquisition of more spin-spin distances between  

N-terminal and C-terminal helices of LcrG and PcrG in the free form and when bound to LcrV 

and PcrV may be used to build structural models of LcrG and PcrG in combination with 

computational modeling tools[15]. 

 

7.3 The LcrG-LcrV and PcrG-PcrV Interaction 

 

7.3.1 Key findings 

The results from EPR spectroscopy of spin labeled LcrG and spin labeled LcrV are described 

in Chapter 3. In contrast to the prevailing hypothesis in the literature[13], results presented here 

indicate that LcrG does not form an alpha-helical hairpin upon binding to LcrV. The N-terminal 

helix (helix α1) of LcrG is at a spin-spin of 12 Å from the helix α3 of the N-terminal domain of 

LcrV, and the C-terminal helix (helix α3) of LcrG is at a spin-spin distance of 18 Å from helix  
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Figure 7-1  Models of the Open and Closed Conformations of LcrG and PcrG. (A) A model 
of LcrG based on EPR shows that the N-terminal helix (helix α1) and C-terminal helix (helix α3) 
have a spin-spin distance of 9 Å. (B) A model of LcrG-LcrV interaction based on EPR shows that 
the N-terminal helix (helix α1) and C-terminal helix (helix α3) have a spin-pain distance > 25 Å. 
(C) A model of PcrG based on EPR shows that the N-terminal helix (helix α1) and C-terminal 
helix (helix α2) have a spin-spin distance of 10 Å. (D) A model of PcrG-PcrV interaction based 
on EPR shows that the N-terminal helix (helix α1) and C-terminal helix (helix α2) have a  
spin-pain distance > 25 Å. (A) and (C) are designated as the closed conformation whereas (B) and 
(D) are designated as the open conformation. 
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α6 of the N-terminal domain of LcrV (Fig 7-2A-B), indicating the entire structure of LcrG 

interacts with N-terminal domain of LcrV. 

The results of FRET spectroscopy of the PcrG-PcrV interaction as described in Chapter 5 

shows that the donor labeled PcrG9-76 A66C (PM) interacts with the acceptor labeled PcrV 

V120C (CPM) forming a tight binding complex with a kd of 15±2 nM, indicating that the  

C-terminal helix (helix α2) of PcrG is close to the N-terminal domain of PcrV (Fig 7-2C).  

 

7.3.2 Future directions of LcrG-LcrV interaction 

The model of LcrG-LcrV interaction is derived from the spin-spin distances of spin labeled  

N-terminal helix — C34S/K28C and C-terminal helix — C34S/D65C of LcrG in complex with 

the spin labeled N-terminal domain constructs — Q37C and K137C of LcrV. I have used site 

directed mutagenesis to design new constructs of LcrV for the attachment of spin labels on the 

central coiled-coil domain — S151C, K176C, and S285C and the mixed α /β domain — N197C. 

The EPR data acquired from the spin labeled N-terminal and C-terminal helices of LcrG and the 

spin labeled coiled-coil and mixed α/β domain constructs of LcrV would add new spin-spin 

distances to the current model (Fig 7-2B). The new spin-spin distances would also provide 

further insight into the interaction of LcrG with the central coiled-coil and mixed α/β domains of 

LcrV. 
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7.3.3 Future directions of PcrG-PcrV interaction 

The FRET spectroscopy data acquired for the PcrG-PcrV interaction only shows the complex 

formation of PcrG9-76 A66C (PM) and PcrV V120C (CPM). The FRET data however, does not 

provide distance information between the two fluorophores. Alternate techniques such as  

single-molecule FRET spectroscopy[18] and EPR spectroscopy can be used to determine 

distances between the interacting residues of PcrG and PcrV. The distance information further 

improves the model validate the PcrG-PcrV interaction as shown in Fig 7-2C, and also determine 

the domains of PcrV which are involved in interaction with PcrG. 

In this dissertation, I have used EPR and FRET spectroscopy to provide additional insight 

into the domains of LcrV and PcrV which interact with N-terminal and C-terminal helices of 

their cognate tip proteins LcrG and PcrG. In-silico methods and SPR can be used to screen novel 

small-molecule libraries to identify small molecules that bind to LcrV or PcrV and disrupt their 

interaction with tip proteins LcrG and PcrG respectively. 

 

7.4 LcrV and Small Molecule Interaction 

 

7.4.1 Key findings 

The SPR based fragment screening of the Aube libraries shows that molecules with benzene 

and pyridine scaffolds bind to the Yersinia tip protein LcrV. The NMR characterization of  

2 -(benzylsulfinyl) benzoic acid (BSBA) with LcrV shows that BSBA binds to the N-terminal 

globular domain of LcrV (Fig 6-4B, Chapter 6). The N-terminal globular domain of LcrV binds 

to the needle YscF[19] and the tip protein LcrG (Fig 7-2A), showing that BSBA binds to a 

biologically significant site of LcrV that can be used as a target to develop new antimicrobials. 
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Fig. 7-2.  Models of LcrG-LcrV and PcrG-PcrV Interactions from EPR and FRET. (A) 
LcrV showing the residues on helix α3(Q37) and helix α6 (K137) of the N-terminal domain 
(NTD) (red). (B) Cartoon of LcrG-LcrV interaction showing that LcrG N-terminal helix (helix 
α1) and C-terminal helix (helix α3) interact with NTD (red). LcrV has an N-terminal domain 
(NTD)(red), α/β domain(green), and a coiled-coil domain (CC) (grey). Model derived from EPR 
data. (C) Cartoon of PcrG A66C PM-PcrV V12C CPM interaction showing that the C-terminal 
helix (helix α2) of PcrG interacts with N-terminal domain (NTD) (red) domain of PcrV. PcrV has 
an N-terminal domain (NTD)(red), α/β domain(green), and a coiled-coil domain (CC) (salmon). 
Model derived from FRET data.   
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7.4.2 Future directions 

The SPR screening of Aube library shows that the benzene and pyridine scaffolds bind to 

LcrV and similar scaffolds bind to LcrV from the Zenobia small molecule library[15]. Small 

molecules that bind to PcrV used by Sundin et.al. also consist of the same scaffolds[20]. PcrV 

should also be screened with the Aube libraries and LcrV also should be screened with the small 

molecules used by Sundin et.al.[20] to find the common scaffolds that bind to LcrV and PcrV. 

These chemical scaffolds identified in my SPR screens and the small molecules identified in the 

previous studies[15],[20] can be used as lead compounds to develop new antimicrobials which 

target the LcrG-LcrV and PcrG-PcrV interaction. Their ability to disrupt the complex formation 

should tested by FRET-based binding assays[21].  

The interaction of BSBA with LcrV is indicative of weak binding. BSBA can be modified 

chemically in collaboration with medicinal chemists to improve its specificity and 

bioavailability[22],[23],[24]. BSBA can be used as a starting point to develop new anti-infectives 

which can target the Yersinia tip protein LcrV[22],[24]. 
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